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“As fascinated as I was by words on paper, it was matched by my fascination with words in
people's mouths. The spoken word. And that is the world of theatre.”
― Athol Fugard

“No one is born hating another person because of the color of his skin, or his background, or his
religion. People must learn to hate, and if they can learn to hate, they can be taught to love, for
love comes more naturally to the human heart than its opposite.”
― Nelson Mandela

“Year after year they have raised their voices to condemn the grinding … in human exploitation
(nay injustice), and the whole policy of White domination. But instead of … freedom, repression
began to grow in volume and intensity and it seemed that all their sacrifices would end in smoke
and dust. Today the whole country (nay world) knows that their labours were not in vain”
― Nelson Mandela

“If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor. If an
elephant has its foot on the tail of a mouse, and you say that you are neutral, the mouse will not
appreciate your neutrality.”
― Desmond Tutu
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Introduction
Widely considered as South Africa’s foremost dramatist, Athol Fugard is known as “the
consciousness of his country” (Magill 1257) for his socially mindful voice of protest. Through
his plays, Fugard focuses on the victims of South Africa’s Apartheid era, and comments on
South Africa’s non-white population on the fringes of society. His works bring emphasis
towards, and expose, the discriminatory socio-political mentality existing under the Apartheid
regime. His criticism of the Apartheid government’s discriminatory practices and legislation has
made him many enemies; however, Fugard braved government harassment and censorship,
constant police surveillance, and eventual exile to stage plays exposing racially driven
government cruelties. Fugard made use of theatrical novelties, by focusing on the
disenfranchised and “other,” to perform penetratingly powerful plays, which sought to bring
about a forceful transformation in the outlook of both whites and blacks in the nation. In the
Introduction to his Township Plays, Fugard affirms that “[t]he private and the public, the
personal and the political” are “the two safe platforms at opposite ends of the tightrope” on
which he spent his writing life, and, “[i]f there is one thing I know about writing it’s that being
‘safe’ is not a good idea, so I have tried to stay out there on the wire” (vii). Hence, Fugard did
not back away from demonstrating on stage the abuses of the colonial rule and the continued
segregated reality of the marginalized and disenfranchised.
Fugard’s works, such as Boesman and Lena, “Master Harold” … and the Boys, and My
Children! My Africa!, singular in their poignant moral acumen, examine the deep-seated sense of
superiority believed by individuals of the white minority, and consequential relational dynamic
between races borne from these beliefs. Through exploring the increasingly common
displacement of non-white South Africans due to the Group Areas Act of 1950 in Boesman and
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Lena, the Passbook laws and the perceived superiority this creates in the white population in
“Master Harold” … and the Boys, and the Bantu Education Act in My Children! My Africa!,
Fugard combined the South African political realities with his personal experiences in the
racially bifurcated homeland. He entered into the political discussion through telling the hidden
stories of those individuals regarded as being on the periphery of personhood and humanity.
Consequently, Athol Fugard’s plays offer critical social commentary on the oppressive Apartheid
system as they challenge the imperialistic mindset of racial distinction through the accurate
portrayal of the lives of white and black South Africans.
Fugard in the Sociopolitical Context of Apartheid
The theater of South African white playwright Athol Fugard has long been synonymous
with resistance against the politically sanctioned anti-black segregation of the Apartheid regime
through its articulate and socially conscious voice of protest. Born on June 11, 1932, in
Middelburg South Africa, Harold Athol Lanigan Fugard is the son of an Anglo-Irish father and
an Afrikaner mother. Raised in Apartheid South Africa, institutionalized by the Afrikaner
Nationalist Party, Fugard recalls his family dynamic as one of many contradictions; his father
was an elderly man “full of pointless, unthought-out prejudices” (Magill 1257), whose
disabilities were compounded by continued alcoholism, whereas his mother was a gentle,
capable woman who financially supported her family through managing the Jubilee Hotel and
later the St. George’s Park Tearoom, where he situates his play “Master Harold” … and the
boys. Fugard’s experience in his first job with the Fordsburg Native Commissioner’s Court
brought him in direct contact with the oppressive passbook system that “limited a black person’s
opportunities for both employment and decent housing” (Magill 1257) and the realities of the
Apartheid system.
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Even after the transition out of the South African colonial period, under both the Dutch
and later the English, the sociopolitical power-block of Apartheid, adopted as official policy in
1948, continued to damage the lives of the non-white population and create further economic and
social divides among its peoples. Apartheid, an Afrikaans word meaning “apartness,” describes
the rigid racial classifications dictated by the governing white minority populace to segregate and
gain control over the non-white majority. According to Nelson Mandela, Apartheid was a
politically motivated philosophy introduced by the “Afrikaner Nationalist Party” as part of its
1948 election campaign, and “represented the codification in one oppressive system of all the
laws and regulations that had kept Africans in an inferior position to whites for centuries” (126).
The Afrikaner Nationalist Party’s platform “rested on the term baasskap, literally boss-ship, a
freighted word that stood for white supremacy in all its harshness” using the slogans, “Die wit
man moet altyd baas wees” (The white man must always be the boss), and “Eie volk, eie taal, eie
land” (One people, one language, one land) (Mandela 126-127). With the Afrikaner Nationalist
Party’s election victory, Apartheid became the official policy.
Apartheid laws classified people into four racial groups, whites, ethnically mixed (legally
classification as “coloured”), Indians, and blacks, and defined where individuals of each group
could live, what employment they could pursue, and what sort of education they could receive.
Okolo notes that “after 1948, the apartheid idea, its discriminatory, segregatory, and oppressive
injunctions became progressively institutionalized in more and more laws restricting and
regulating the movements, living conditions, working, even leisure hours of the African” (283).
Apartheid is thus a highly post-colonial system due to its racial dispensation, separation, and
segregation which brought about severe inequality and cruelties meted out to non-white South
Africans justified from the belief of racial superiority by white South Africans. Thus, through
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various laws, the whites reserved for themselves many rights and privileges which they barred
non-whites from possessing. Laws such as the “Influx Control Act,” regulating the movement
and employment of non-whites by mandating “Native passes” (Mandela 73), were set up to
establish control over the non-white population. Mandela notes that, if the police found a black
South African without their passbook, it “could mean arrest, trial, a jail sentence or fine” (73).
This law, as well as the Group Areas Act of 1950, defining where non-whites could live, grew
out of the effort to restrict non-whites to their defined groups and prevent the possibility of
collective acts of opposition. Briley notes that, in some cases, blacks were subdivided further
into Zulus, Xhosas, Sothos, and Bantu to prevent them from joining together (60). Thus, the
Apartheid system authorized the white minority as the only superior and legal ruling race
through disfranchising and marginalizing the non-white majority.
Fugard and the “White Savior” Problem
As a white South African, Athol Fugard’s choice to advocate for non-whites on the stage
could potentially shade into the paradigm known as the “white savior complex;” an assumption
that the oppressed and disadvantaged non-whites exist as a function within a narrative, serving as
catalysts for white heroics rather than as autonomous moral agents thus reinforcing the image of
non-whites as passive and helpless. Fugard fought against this tendency through his process of
play composition, creating methods of collaboration with non-white actors, and creating scripts
based on their personal experiences as oppressed individuals under the Apartheid system rather
than only relying on his own observations from the outside. Thus, as a white protest writer, he
was able to focus his plays, not on a white individual rescuing people of color from dire
circumstances, but through demonstrating how those oppressed individuals may achieve agency
in their own lives, despite what they have suffered.
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As a white South African protest writer during the Apartheid period, Fugard had to craft
his plays in a manner which avoided the temptation of the white savior narrative which has
historically been prevalent in many protest writings. Dr. Cammarota’s article “Blindsided by the
Avatar: White Saviors and Allies Out of Hollywood and in Education” discusses how the white
savior complex generates a misrepresentation of people of color which makes it more difficult
for them to resist or rise out of their oppressive conditions (244). Therefore, by crafting a false
narrative of marginalized and oppressed peoples through assertions of their need for a white
savior to bring them out of their oppression, protest writers can actually erase the very real
sociopolitical struggles of people of color by centering their narratives on whiteness.
Fugard faced criticism because of his status as a white playwright writing black
characters. Michael Billington panned Fugard’s portrayal of race conflict in the play Boesman
and Lena, believing it insufficient to bring about meaningful change:
[Although] Fugard presents us with a memorable image of the human degradation
engendered by a racist regime.... it seems to me not quite enough for the white liberal
dramatist to offer his coloured contemporaries his pity, his compassion, and his despair.
What surely is needed... is an affirmation of the fact that the country’s tragedy is manmade and therefore capable of change.... while deploring the status quo, [the play] also
unwittingly helps to reinforce it. (qtd.in Blumberg 135)
Due to many of Fugard’s plays portraying the grim state of non-white individuals, critics such as
Billington believed Fugard’s depiction only offered his sympathies. Consequently, they critiqued
his plays for the distinctive lack of hope for upward social mobility for disenfranchised
individuals at the end of the play. However, for Fugard to offer a solution, or means to exit
oppression through his play, would lessen the current struggle of those facing comparable
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circumstances to his characters. Thus, involvement in this mode of representation would make
Fugard an active participant as a white savior as he would be providing his solutions for the
hardships of the oppressed, rather than considering the realities of those currently suffering under
the Apartheid system.
While he understood the criticism that he would receive for his portrayal of non-white
characters, Fugard believed that, as a privileged white South African who was afforded the
benefits he enjoyed, that he could not remain silent, but should, if anything, bring awareness to
the plight of his fellow South Africans. Because of his race, Fugard was provided freedoms and
opportunities which non-white races were not given. Thus, Fugard was able to create a theatre
company and produce plays, an opportunity not permitted for black and “coloured” South
Africans, who were prohibited from owning a business during this era. Although Fugard’s race
offered him this opportunity to protest the Apartheid regime, his position as a member of the
white dominant minority created possibilities of misinterpretation and misrepresentation that
needed to be navigated. However, Fugard believed that he could not remain silent when he had
the opportunity and privilege to speak.
Consequently, Fugard’s approach aligns with the ideas proposed by Edward Said as
described by Justin D. Edwards. According to Edwards, the burden of breaking silence rests on
the post-colonial writers, who, through recognizing and exposing the colonizer-colonized
relationship which has been maintained during colonization, reveal atrocities, and urge them to
be recognized by those who have committed them: “for recognizing the crimes of the past can
inform those who might seek to perpetuate the culture of exploitation” (61). Said posits that
postcolonial texts have the capacity to reinforce systems of bondage by what is both said and
unsaid; for, through illustrating English privilege, yet “negating the source of their privilege,”
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postcolonial writers contribute towards English imperial interests (Edwards 61). Because of his
privileged ability to own a business, Fugard believed that remaining silent would in fact
reinforce the status quo. Thus, Fugard, through his plays, desired to not romanticize the struggle
of the oppressed, but rather to create a snapshot of their lives in the most truthful way that he
could and to bring awareness of this struggle to his audience.
Although Fugard identified, and tried to avoid the white savior tendencies, criticisms of
his portrayal of the non-white experience under Apartheid led him to doubt its effectiveness and
clarity. He states that he had “Nagging doubts that I am opting out on this score, that I am not
saying enough. At one level their predicament is an indictment of this society which makes
people ‘rubbish.’ Is this explicit enough?” (Fugard Notebooks 179). As many critics consider
Fugard’s writing as extending the anti-Apartheid discourse throughout South Africa in a
meaningful way, they emphasize the truthfulness of how he bears witness to the racial atrocities
surrounding him. Consequently, Fugard looked to the plight of the disenfranchised as the
inspiration of his plays; painting as realistic a picture of Apartheid on the stage for his audience,
regardless of how horrendous or hopeless it looked. South African-Australian novelist and
linguist John Maxwell Coetzee contends that “[t]he route [Fugard] follows out of his crisis of
conscience is to take upon himself (following Sartre) the task of bearing witness” (370). He
looked to his personal experience as a way of bearing witness to some of the most extreme
events and atrocities of the period. Fugard comments that “[t]he truth [must] be told ... I must not
bear false witness. My life has been given its order: love the little grey bushes” (Fugard qtd. in
Coetzee 370) denoting that one must love the unimportant, the forgotten, and the unloved who
live on the periphery of society. Furthermore, Fugard’s primary editor Dennis Walder, who
engaged in an exploration of the origins of “bearing witness,” notes that Fugard’s plays
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demonstrate the crucial act of witnessing “those very ordinary, unheroic, yet particularly human
qualities which make for survival under the extreme conditions of colonial and postcolonial
oppression with which we are obliged to be familiar” (Resituating Fugard 343). Thus, through
carefully questioning his own approach, Fugard strove to produce an authentic representation of
South Africa’s ongoing race conflict.
Because Fugard presents the racial injustices of Apartheid as unvarnished representations
on the stage, his plays undoubtably generate a sympathetic despair in his audience. South African
theater critic Martin Orkin notes that this characterization of the struggles of non-white South
Africans evokes a sense of helplessness in the audience, and that this potentially encourages
“prevailing racist ideological discursive formations” (147) through reinforcing the status quo.
However, Fugard does not see this articulated pain of the oppressed as aligning with Apartheid
dogma, but rather as demonstrating an openly defiant rejection of Apartheid ideologies. He
records in his Notebooks that his observations of society do not focus on political sentiment:
“[T]heir predicament, at the level at which it fascinates me, [is] neither political nor social but
metaphysical… a metaphor of the human condition which revolution or legislation cannot
substantially change” (168). Although Fugard’s plays are not overt or violent expressions of
dissent, he skillfully and sensitively probes into the physical and psychological trauma caused by
racial prejudice in such a way that elicits practical response of censure from his audience. Upon
the context of the stage, Fugard saw his social responsibility to bear witness as being of the
utmost significant as he portrayed the outcasts of society and their rediscovery of the value of
self.
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Fugard and Workshop Theater
Fugard’s choice of theater and drama as his medium for presenting his observations of
Apartheid South Africa suggests a strong desire to make these atrocities visible. McLuckie notes
that, through dramatizing the plight of marginal individuals, Fugard “extrapolates from the
situation under Apartheid to more universal concerns about the relationship of human beings to
each other” (428). Thus, theatre is an outlet whereby a playwright, who has experienced and
watched people closely, can present their interpretation or recreation of life on the stage.
Consequently, the episodes of life that are played out on stage may reveal to the audience the
truth about themselves, their daily lives, and the world around them:
The mirror and its reflections work for an audience because what happens on stage may
not only look real but also, in some respect, actually is real. A play uses the same
elements as life itself: onstage there are real men, women, and children; there is talk,
noise, and silence; light and darkness; movement and stillness. What is seen in the mirror
may be unlikely or immediately existing, but it will always be made of the same materials
as those found in reality, and it is experienced using the same kind of consciousness.
(Brown 8)
Hence, through the stage, Fugard reflects upon, and presents the real world so that his audience
can look upon it on see the familiar, but ultimately something different and inspiring that they
may have neglected to see around them. Fugard wrote in his Notebooks, “My point is obvious.
Anything that will get people to think and feel for themselves, that will stop them delegating
these functions to the politicians, is important to our survival. Theatre can help do this” (157).
Thus, as he stages his observations of South African society and provides social commentary on
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the oppressive Apartheid system, Fugard seeks to request that people do not disregard the
personhood and humanity of those on the periphery of society.
Because of the varied experiences of whites and non-whites within the segregated
Apartheid system, white South African theatre playwrights and directors had to lean on the
experiences of the non-white performers to inform their portrayal of the South African
environment. This collaboration between the white writers and director and the black performers
helped in the formation and production of “Workshop Plays.” The result of this collaboration is
that the actors become “writers” as much as the writer of the script itself (Crow 100). According
to Mark Fleishman, a researcher in theatre-making and dramaturgy, workshop theater is a
collaborative process of cultural expression which, instructed by oral tradition, confronts
collective life issues more than merely focusing on the struggles of individual characters (89).
The “collaborative creation” of workshop theater utilizes individuals’ lived experiences of the
world to shape the final product (Heddon and Milling 2-3). Thus, at its center, workshop theater
places great value on the insights gained through close examination of its participants’ day-today experiences.
Workshop theater’s observational and improvisation process allows for a period of
profound reflection on how an authentic recreation of lived experiences can be achieved such
that it preserves the weight and memory of that experience. Renowned Polish dramatist Jerzy
Grotowski expresses a comparable sentiment as he reflects on his own play creation and the
rehearsals leading up to the final production: “Rehearsals are not only a preparation for the
opening, they are for the actor a terrain of discoveries, about himself, his possibilities, his
chances to transcend his limits. Rehearsals are a great adventure if we work seriously” (qtd. in
Richards 118). In the introduction to Township Plays, Walder, who worked alongside Fugard,
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notes that Fugard remarked about how he admired Grotowski, whose theatre experiences
encouraged a radically actor-centered theatre, and who championed the idea of actors being more
than “interpretive” artists but engaging with the scripts as “creative” artists as well (xix).
Grotowski’s methods for crafting plays became foundational principles for Fugard’s own
process. Upon meeting Grotowski, Fugard notes that he underwent a personal crisis of
conscience regarding the type of theatre that he had been making. This crisis caused Fugard
profound dissatisfaction with his previous methods and gave him the confidence “[t]o do
something I had wanted to for a long time…turn my back on my securities, which is to write a
play in total privacy, to go into a rehearsal room with a completed text which I would then take
on as a director and which actors-under my direction-would go on to ‘illustrate’, to use
Grotowski’s phrase” (qtd. in Vandenbroucke 110-111). Consequently, Grotowski prompted
Fugard to become “less orthodox” in his methods of play creation: “My work had been so
conventional! It involved the writing of a play; it involved setting that play in terms of local
specifics; it involved the actors assuming false identities…I wanted to be free again” (qtd. in
Vandenbroucke 111). Thus, Fugard was able to see that, in order to shift society away from
racial characterization and classifications, he needed to shift his methods towards uniting black
and white contributions on the stage and create a new form of play creation.
Throughout his plays, Fugard demonstrates an acknowledgement of the existence and
suffering of those who were excluded from the dominant discourses within the society. Fugard
never concealed his discomfort with being a part of the dominant minority, whose members were
given freedoms and opportunities that were not afforded to the other cultural groups. Thus,
through the workshopping of his plays with his black cast members, Fugard took plays beyond
his own perspective as a privileged member of South African society and used the experiences
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and perspectives of those who were being oppressed to create the voice for his plays. In this way,
Fugard collaborated with the actors and created scripts based on their personal experiences as
oppressed individuals under the Apartheid system. As a white protest writer he was able to focus
his plays, not on a white individual rescuing people of color from dire circumstances, but
through a demonstration of how non-whites already do so of their own accord. Workshop theater
allowed Fugard to gain access to a knowledge and experience that were separate from his own,
and which were previously inaccessible to him. He was able to craft “a small cast of ‘marginal’
characters” through passionately presenting them in a truthful manner which embodied “the
tensions current in their society” (Walder Athol Fugard 11). In turn, this allowed him to craft and
generate more authentic stories about the underprivileged members of South African society,
members who had been forgotten or discarded.
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Chapter 1: Boesman and Lena
Published in 1969, Boesman and Lena completes Fugard’s Port Elizabeth trilogy. These
“Family” plays focused on the truth that “we are indissolubly bound, one to the other, by ties of
blood or love” (Walder 53-54). Written during the rise of his artistic career, Fugard’s Boesman
and Lena explores the perilous experiences of those caught in the midst of racial inequality. The
play focuses on the aimless wanderings of the two “coloured” miscegenates, Boesman and Lena,
and the hardships and struggles they face as part of the marginalized class of South Africans.
Although the play centers around the interpersonal conflicts of a man and a woman ostracized
from their home, Fugard presents these conflicts as arising from the consequences of the sociopolitical context of the Apartheid system. Against this socio-political background, Fugard
dramatizes obstacles faced by non-white individuals within the totalitarian and racially unjust
system of Apartheid. The focus on the plight of the marginalized in Boesman and Lena reveals
the shared history that binds the colonizer and the colonized, as well as the psychological effect
which such a period has on the minds and hearts of individuals in their present circumstances as
well as the possibilities for self-improvement.
Fugard’s writing consistently articulates the plight of marginal people throughout his
playwriting career. In Boesman and Lena, Fugard defines marginality through images of societal
and spatial exclusion. Within the play, Fugard captures the suffering within the lives of the
marginalized people of South Africa. He adopts marginality and centrality to indirectly criticize
the white Apartheid government for the malnutrition, death, and displacement suffered by
thousands of non-white South Africans. Brian Crow states that Fugard, in Boesman and Lena,
has deepened “his awareness of the personal deprivation and suffering of black and coloured
people under apartheid” (151). Boesman and Lena is a drama of inaction, focusing more on the
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characters, their past, and their state of mind, rather than the plot or the creation of new events. It
is thus through “internal moments of consciousness or its absence” (Vanderbroucke 58) that
Fugard develops and distinguishes his characters. Although Fugard regards the plight of the
marginalized peoples of South Africa as a major theme of his work, he focuses in on the
interpersonal relationships of his characters, the forces that drive and control them, and how
these forces affect their perception of self within their society.
Although Boesman, Lena, and Outa live in a seemingly meaningless and indifferent
world, Fugard infuses his play with complex moral purpose through the incorporation of his
concern for the humanity of the world’s castaways and their subsequent psychological pain and
emptiness. Athol Fugard intends to evoke sympathy for his characters within Boesman and Lena
to initiate a deeper understanding from his audience as they must grapple with the realities of the
South African political system and the race segregation currently transpiring. Fugard notes, “It is
frightening to see to what extent people are accommodating the appalling consequences of the
policies of this Government. We are witness to a wholesale sclerosis of the emotions and
sensibilities that is not the least of the terrible things happening to us today” (Notebooks 159).
The depiction of these utterly destitute and tyrannized individuals who are frustrated by, and left
without hope in, a hostile universe provides the audience with an affirmation of their value and
human worth in a system that sees them as worthless. Fugard reflects that Boesman and Lena as
a play is not wholly about the South African political system, but is a breaking of the silence
about the race issues that it depicts: “I myself do not consider my plays to be necessarily
political. On the other hand, Boesman and Lena says a lot about the society we are living in at
the moment. I try to relate the very real issues of today to my plays. Perhaps you could ascribe it
as ‘theatre of defiance.’ I am protesting against the conspiracy of silence” (qtd. in Shelly 25).
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Consequently, Fugard’s takes on the role as a witness, not speaking for himself, but on behalf of
those who are silenced. Through foregrounding the racist hierarchies of oppression present
within Apartheid, wherein whites considered “coloureds” and blacks as their inferior, Boesman
and Lena not only emphasizes different effects of race and class, but also the anomalous position
of the non-white population within South Africa.
“Apartness” Exemplified: Social Exclusion Based on Skin Color
Fugard’s Boesman and Lena demonstrates the reality of social exclusion through its
depiction of the permanent ostracization of non-white communities within the Apartheid system.
Societal exclusion arises through psychosocial segregation due to differences in class, culture,
ethnicity, or gender, resulting in a state of social discrimination and injustice. As “coloured”
individuals under the white dominated political structure of Apartheid, Boesman and Lena live
on the periphery of their society and were ideologically marginalized due to the society’s
disenfranchisement of the non-white masses. The “coloured” distinction given to Boesman and
Lena carries with it the memory of three centuries of South Africa’s racist history, a history
dating from the forced sexual relations with African slaves during the Dutch colonization of the
seventeenth century and the subsequent blending of the Afrikaans and native gene-pools
(February 12-13), to their systematic disenfranchisement and dispossession by federal law in the
Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act of 1949 (Jacobson 444). It was this prohibition by law
which differentiated coloureds from both white and non-white South Africans and alienated them
from both groups.
Fugard’s choice to represent the main characters of the play as a coloured couple
displaced after the destruction of their home by the white agents of Apartheid creates a symbolic
representation of the South African “other.” Under the Apartheid system, Boesman and Lena are
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categorized as part of the coloured Hottentot South African miscegenates because they were
racially mixed and non-Bantu speaking South Africans. Their coloured identity meant that they
were caught between South Africa’s black and white races. As South African coloureds, they
exist “poised midway between the white civilization that they seek to escape and the black
primitive bush that they fear… indissolubly [bound] together… in a world that presumably can
never change” (Angotti 468). Boesman and Lena’s position as outcasts within the South African
society is further emphasized through their ironic names; Lena, a European name, and Boesman,
an Afrikaans slur meaning “Bushman” which was associated with the racist stereotype of black
or coloured men being primitive bush people. Therefore, through their ironical names, the
audience is reminded of their position within society as part of the unwanted and rejected “mixed
race,” alienated and ostracized from by both of the races responsible for their existence. This
unwanted status leads Boesman to see himself and Lena as “whiteman’s rubbish” (“Boesman”
205), thrown away and cast aside: “That’s why he’s so beneukt [fed-up] with us. He can’t get rid
of his rubbish. He throws it away, we pick it up. Wear it. Sleep in it. Eat it. We’re made of it
now. His rubbish is people” (“Boesman” 207). Thus, through these race classifications, Boesman
and Lena were relegated to the periphery of society. The scale which the white minority uses to
weigh the value of one’s worth is projected onto them, causing them to scorn their own identity
and genetic misfortune, and falsely strive to assume another to recover a sense of dignity within
society.
Furthermore, the barren and miserable land of the Swartkops mudflats in which the play
is set demonstrates the mistreatment and negative perception of non-whites by their white
oppressors. The location of Swartkops where Fugard chose to locate the play, although a
physical location within South Africa, literally translates from Afrikaans as “Black Heads,” and
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was also a racial slur used against non-whites. Additionally, this location is described as a
badlands that swallows its inhabitants: “This piece of world is rotten. Put down your foot and
you're in it up to your knee” (“Boesman” 168). The names which Fugard attributes to both his
main characters and the physical setting of the play, demonstrate the racial discrimination meted
out to them by the white ruled system of Apartheid.
The Quarantine of the Lesser: Spatial Displacement Legislated by Apartheid Law
Fugard’s Boesman and Lena illustrates how individuals of an unjust system such as
Apartheid can experience spatial exclusion through often being condemned to seek residence in
geographical locations devoid of resources which could assist them in overcoming the oppressive
restrictions imposed upon them by those in charge. Boesman and Lena are the flotsam and
jetsam of apartheid society, being forceful uprooted from their homes and placed into designated
“non-white” zones through the dictated and sanctioned Group Areas Act; a law sharply
demarcating white and black residential areas which “[u]nder its regulations, each racial group
could own land, occupy premises, and trade only in its own separate area. Indians could
henceforth only live in Indian areas, Africans in African, Coloureds in Coloured. If whites
wanted the land or houses of the other groups, they could simply declare that land a white area
and take them” (Mandela 137). Thus, Boesman and Lena are at the mercy of forces beyond their
control as they are reduced to beggary when their shanty is bulldozed to make way for a white
urban development. According to Ashcroft, their forced and abrupt removal from their homes,
due to the slum clearance programs dictated and sanctioned by the Apartheid legislature, leaves
Boesman and Lena experiencing a feeling of “Unheimlichkeit,” or “not-being-at-home” (Key
Concepts 73), as well as fears of cultural erasure.
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After opening the play with the image of the “empty stage” (“Boesman” 165), Fugard
presents the audience with a symbolic representation of a clean slate and the limitless
possibilities and choices that are available to the characters as they fill the stage. However, soon
after the play begins, the audience is introduced to two grotesque figures who both walk “heavily
burdened” and “barefoot” onto the stage (“Boesman” 165). The heavily burdened figures stagger
with “stiff-necked rigidity” (“Boesman” 165) onto the stage, carrying everything that they
possess because they have been evicted from their homes. They are homeless and without hope;
cast out of their home in Korsten to brave the cold Swartkops wasteland in search of anything
that will assist them in their survival. Within this metaphorical no-man’s land, Boesman and
Lena experience a desperate desire for home in their destitution. Boesman can only make a
makeshift shelter from “an old sack, a few pieces of wood, an old motor-car door” (“Boesman”
177). Just as they are perceived as the “whiteman’s rubbish” (“Boesman” 205) themselves, their
new home is fashioned from the leftovers of the society from which they are alienated.
According to Wertheim, Boesman is trying to “forge meaning and substance from the circular
paths and seemingly meaningless routines of their lives” and arriving at the conclusion that it is
hopeless (57) Because of the hopelessness of the situation, Boesman arrives at the belief that,
although possibilities to make a fresh start in life potentially exist, no actions that he makes
would make a difference in the society in which they live.
Boesman and Lena’s predicament reveals the outcome of influx control on the lives of
non-white South Africans, who have been relegated to the lowest classes of society through the
policies of the Apartheid government. Boesman’s actions demonstrate that he sees that there is
no way under the Apartheid system for non-whites to improve their lot, as their situation is not a
result of misfortune, but the result of the “whiteman’s” (“Boesman” 203) inhumanity towards
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non-whites. Consequently, as the by-product of the South African society, He and Lena are left
to hopelessly wander the wasteland for survival. Through the desolate landscape and makeshift
abode that the main characters have been relegated to, Fugard crafts a keen picture of the current
sufferings of non-white South Africans. Martin Orkin observes that Fugard’s depiction is
representative of the non-white South African’s struggle under strict Apartheid legislation:
[T]he predicament of Boesman and Lena and their ensuing experience suggest the
thousands upon thousands of squatters who still inhabit present day South Africa is as a
result of their historic removals in the name of influx control. In fact the so called influx
control was designed to facilitate a steady supply of labour and the perpetuation, in
sequence, of the master-servant relationship in which the master can dictate all because
the labourer he deals with has no rights of domicile, no home ownership, no rights to live
with her/his family and is therefore totally vulnerable and insecure. (143-44)
This depiction of Boesman and Lena’s predicament is one which many South Africans face
daily. Wertheim states that “Boesman and Lena’s lives are earthbound, in the mud, mocked not
merely by Whites, but even by the birds,” for the birds have nests as homes, and enjoy the
freedoms of life which are now not afforded to Boesman and Lena (57). This predicament is a
result of the racial policies of a society where the color of one’s skin dictates one’s treatment.
Thus, non-whites are treated as outcasts and dispossessed from their homes to make way for
white only urban developments.
The Cost of Worthlessness: The Psychological Impact of Race Classification
The effects of marginality through societal and spatial exclusion expand beyond the
physical experience of individuals, but also affect their psychological status as well. American
sociologist Dr. Everett Stonequist notes that the experience of marginality and an individual’s
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psychological state are intrinsically linked: “The marginal person is poised in the psychological
uncertainty between two (or more) social worlds; reflecting in his soul the discords and
harmonies, the repulsions and attractions of these worlds… within which membership is
implicitly if not explicitly based upon birth or ancestry… and where exclusion removes the
individual from a system of group relations” (8). Boesman’s belief in his own inability to
succeed in life, and thus his incapacity to provide for his wife, creates this psychological discord.
As a man, his lack of control over his situation leads him to feel ashamed of himself. He slowly
begins to doubt his own manhood as he is overcome with self-hatred and insecurity regarding his
own self-worth; however, he is unable to admit this insecurity. Stonequist describes the
“marginal man” as displaying a “a duality of personality – a divided self” (217), suggesting that,
by its very nature, a marginalized person on the periphery of society exists outside of the
conventional classifications. Boesman’s constant emasculation by the South African system
separates and deprives him of traditional fulfillments in life, leading him to become convinced
that he and his wife are worthless.
The powerlessness of marginalized groups and individuals makes them virtually invisible
within society. Without a stable livelihood or any offspring, Boesman and Lena know, when they
die, that there will soon be no remembrance for their lives as they will disappear into oblivion.
Boesman remarks to Lena about how their lives are essentially not worth living: “We are not
people anymore… our life is dumb. Like your moer [womb]. All that came out of it was silence.
There should have been noise. You pushed out silence. And Boesman buried it… One day your
turn. One day mine. Two more holes somewhere. The earth will get naar [sick] when they push
us in. And then it’s finished. The end of Boesman and Lena” (“Boesman” 212). Their
childlessness is a type of castration indicating the ruin of their lives. Thus, their situation leads
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them to recognize the futility of any efforts made to better themselves under the oppressive
Apartheid regime. Their sense of worth has eroded as their skepticism of the possibility of selfpromotion, and thus their visibility, dwindles.
The physical displacement of marginalized individuals instills and creates in them a
psychological burden, whereby they acknowledge that they are capable of survival but unable to
advance beyond their current oppressive situation. Within this mindset, such people view
themselves as powerless, and lose sight of themselves as human beings with effective agency.
The guilt that Boesman feels for not having the means to be successful in life as a man
undermines his ability to show love towards others as he is preoccupied with mentally dealing
with his own failure. This failure and resultant self-hatred consume him, making him brutal,
unsympathetic, and abusive towards Lena. Lugones argues that the eventual submission of the
colonized to the colonizer’s cultural influence, is due to a failure to fully understand that the
colonizer’s power is designed to create internal disunity among the colonized and prevent
collective rebellion (188). Furthermore, this disrupted solidarity among the oppressed filters into
the domestic lives of the colonized and affects interpersonal relations so that unity becomes more
difficult. Lugones, in examining the solidarity among people of color notes that, within the
colonial system, “men who have been racialized as inferior” frequently react by exhibiting
indifference and violence against women of color (188). Having lost his ability to prove himself
as a man, Boesman resorts to alcoholism as a form of escapism; however, his alcoholism only
strengthens the powerlessness that he feels. He convinces himself that, through physical
dominance, he can sustain his masculinity. The psychological state which Boesman falls into
demonstrates how oppressive systems such as Apartheid effectively destroy the human qualities
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important for a decent relationship. Boesman’s manhood and human feelings have been
effectively negated by the Apartheid system.
Driven by this self-hatred, Boesman has begun to accommodate himself to the system of
Apartheid. He accepts the discriminatory names given to him, “I’m a happy Hotnot” (Boesman
168) and adopts the values and cultures of the colonizers. In Black Skin, White Masks, Frantz
Fanon dramatically presents how a marginalized person can be brought into the system of the
colonizer: “All round me, the White man, above, the sky tears at its navel, the earth raps under
my feet, and there is a white song, a white song. All this whiteness that burns me…I sit down at
the fire and I become aware of my uniform. I had not seen it. It is indeed ugly. I stop there for
who can tell me what beauty is?” (86). Within this passage, the black boy has been brought to the
idea that he is ugly and worthless. Likewise, Boesman has become convinced that he is ugly
because of the color of his skin, worthless as a man, and brutal. Despite all these negative
attributes put on him by the colonizers, Boesman still claims happiness: “I was sick of it so I
laughed” (“Boesman” 168). He has become convinced that the demolition of his makeshift house
by the white man was for his benefit: “the white man has pushed over a rotten old Pondok. He
did me a favour” (“Boesman” 168). He now accepts his lot in life with no further complaining.
The propaganda against non-white South Africans has tricked Boesman into adjusting his
perspective on himself by assimilating the racial codes of the Apartheid ideology. Whenever
individuals in any society feel that their existence in society is of lesser importance, they seek to
imitate the behavior and way of life of those whose importance seems higher than their own. The
psychological pressures which Boesman feels coming from Apartheid ideology make him feel
that he needs to prove himself worthy in society. Yet the only way he sees of doing this is
through mimicking and exaggerating the practices of the whites. This struggle is ultimately futile
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because Boesman is in situation where reaching his goal is impossible, as he can never, under the
Apartheid system, be considered like those above him. Ngũgĩ posits that the dominance imposed
upon the colonies by the colonizer generates a psychological attitude among the colonized and
oppressed which prevents collective action and defiance:
the biggest weapon… the cultural bomb. The effect of a cultural bomb is to annihilate a
people's belief in their names, in their languages… in their unity. It makes them see their
past as one wasteland of non-achievement… It makes them want to identify with other
peoples' languages rather than their own. Amidst this wasteland, imperialism presents
itself as the cure. (3)
Historically, the colonized have seen the “cure” to their oppressive situation as being in the
adoption of the colonizer’s values, beliefs, and worldview. What is left for individuals such as
Boesman, then, aligns with Homi Bhabha’s discussion of mimicry as a normalizing strategy of
colonial domination and consolidation of power. As Bhabha argues, within colonial discourse a
colonizer desires to have authority recognized by the colonized body through regulation and
discipline. This authority requires that the colonial subject be incorporated within the ideology of
the metropolis; that the subject adopt the culture and values of the center. At the same time, the
colonial subject must always remain subservient to the center, rather than equal, to maintain the
hierarchy of authority (Location of Culture 74). Thus, to affirm themselves, the colonized must
give into the culture of the colonizer and give up their own. The relationship between colonizer
and colonized is one of power and assimilation, whereby the colonized is expected to
acknowledge the colonizer’s authority through the adoption of the culture and values of the
colonial institution and erasing one’s own. Thus, the colonial authority takes on a “[c]ivilizing
mission” (Location of Culture 74), ensuring that the colonized body adopts the colonizer’s values
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and adapt themselves to the norms of the dominant culture. This is done under the supposition
that it is for the subject’s “own good,” so that they may completely work within the framework
of the dominant culture. The use of force within a hierarchical paradigm such as the Apartheid
regime seeks to validate itself through psychologically manipulating the beliefs of the colonized
to align more with those of the colonizers, creating the perception that their treatment is just.
Accordingly, in his relationship with Lena, Boesman duplicates the destructive power
meted out by the whites as a defensive reaction to his situation. Violence is the outlet for the
psychological pressures of his reality, a brutality which forces Lena into a total and mindless
submission to his power. Boesman ultimately becomes Lena’s oppressor, using acts of violence
and brutality to assert his dominance in their relationship. Lena futilely attempts to stave off his
violent behaviors, and to replace them with acts of trust and love: “Learn to dance, Boesman.
Leave your bruises on the earth” (“Boesman” 217). Boesman reacts to these pleas with further
destructive behaviors, as he once again channels society’s disdain for him and Lena to unleash
further fury against his companion. He demolished the makeshift shelter that they had recently
bult, mimicking and re-enacting the demolition of their original house by the whites at the
beginning of the play. The internalization of unworthiness enacted by Boesman due to the
oppression of the Apartheid system has led him to derive pleasure in inflicting pain and distress
on others. The physical and psychological torture that he inflicts upon Lena demonstrates how
violence is his foundational reality: “That’s all you’ll get out of that darkness. [Blacks] go there
to die. I’m warning you, Lena! Pull another one in here and you’ll do the rest of your talking
tonight with a thick mouth” (“Boesman” 187). Thus, Lena must force herself into submitting to
Boesman’s violent tendencies and the prospect that her life is meaningless: “There’s daylights
left in me. You still got a chance. Don’t lose it. Next time you want to kill me, do it. Really do it.
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When you hit, hit those lights out” (“Boesman” 229). There is a measure of resignation in Lena
as she begins to accept Boesman’s aggression, just as he accepted his own role under the
oppression of the Apartheid government.
Boesman and Lena’s sense of home and belonging has been captured by the colonizers,
leading them into a dire search for identity in an unfamiliar and unkind environment. Through
their displacement and suffering, Fugard reflects the psychological traumas of living within a
dehumanizing regime such as Apartheid. Because Fugard’s objective is to “witness as truthfully
as he can the nameless and destitute of this little corner of the world” (Blumberg 125), Fugard
reflects on the devastating impact of displacement and marginality. The loss of home and
belonging becomes apparent for Boesman and Lena when the unnamed white man screams
“voetsek [get lost]” (“Boesman” 167) at them, after which they flee for their lives as if they are
trespassers on the White man’s land, when in fact they are in the unclaimed wasteland. The white
South Africans have historically demonstrated an insatiable greed to acquire more land and to
displace non-whites from any land they possess. Additionally, because physical displacement,
such as that which Boesman and Lena experience, forces one to leave one’s home, and possibly
discard one’s culture and traditions, for an unfamiliar place, it causes a psychological crisis of
personal identity as they try to understand their new situation. Ashcroft comments that “a sense
of place may be embedded in history, in legend and language… without becoming a concept of
contention and struggle, until colonization disrupts a people’s sense of place” (Post-Colonial
Transformation 125). Thus, because Boesman and Lena are displaced a considerable distance
from the familiar, and placed into an unidentified “here” (Boesman 166), they lose their sense of
place in society.
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Boesman and Lena’s societal and spatial displacement causes psychological fear due to
the loss of order in their lives. Lena’s constant desire to re-arrange place names into sequence
which she assigns meaning to, reflects her attempt to reorder the chaos of her life. This Proustian
need for established points of orientation through remembrance is part of the desperate attempt to
search for or create a structured cycle to her life. These points of reference give her a sense of
identity which was stripped away when she and Boesman were forcefully removed from all that
was familiar. In doing so, Lena becomes nostalgic towards the past experiences, with a hope that
things will soon return to the way they were, and that order would be restored: “It wasn’t always
like this. There were better times” (“Boesman” 182). Australian author, Stefan Zweig, reflects
on memory in a similar manner to Lena. He affirms that memory extends beyond merely
moments retained or forgotten but also holds a conscious organizational power. He posits that
those memories which are either retained or forgotten were predestined to do so by an inner
instinct, and that only those memories that were preserved were willed to do so, so that they may
be preserved for the sake of others: “So I ask my memories to speak and choose for me, and give
at least some faint reflection of my life before it sinks into the dark” (10). Thus, Boesman and
Lena’s situation causes a loss of self as they reflect on their lives and the memories associated
with their displacement
However, as Lena finds that exploring the memories of the past fails to bring a
satisfactory explanation, or solution to her current predicament, insecurities, and alienation, she
pivots to focus on her present circumstances, a move which Fugard remarks as “the fulcrum
between one mistake and another” (Notebooks 157). Lena longs for some semblance of control
over the chaos that has enveloped her, and thus tries to search her life to find it. She is rooted in
the “here” (Boesman 166) but sending a searchlight into her life and mind with a longing hope:
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“I want my life. Where’s it?”; however, all this longing leads back to her current situation,
without hope: “This is the time and place” (“Boesman” 183). Vandenbroucke remarks that this is
Fugard’s principle of statis, whereby one’s circumstances remain constant, yet a shift transpires
within the consciousness (90). All her searching and crying out for a home in this world brings
her no closer to bringing herself out of the chaos.
Fugard’s Boesman and Lena focuses on the hardships and struggles of the marginalized
“coloured” class of South Africans through its portrayal of an ostracized couple who were
expelled from their community. The meaningless wanderings upon the “empty stage,”
(“Boesman” 165) symbolic of the mudflats of the South African veld, demonstrate the constant
struggle for survival for many non-white South Africans who were forced to move from their
homes so that a new white community may be built in their place. Boesman and Lena’s struggle
demonstrates the desperation of the dispossessed, their sense of insecurity, and the way they
attempt to cope with the absurdity of their existence as exploited victims of Apartheid.
Because, Fugard has closely observed the South African marginalized communities
throughout his life, and these observations flowed into his writings, in Boesman and Lena, he
engages with the predicament of the marginalized and disenfranchised men and women in black
and “coloured” communities in South Africa. The characters in his play demonstrate a societal
and spatial displacement as they are ostracized and expelled from their community. In Apartheid
South Africa, farmers commonly evicted workers and their families when they no longer wished
their service. These disenfranchised men and women are thus condemned to be pushed to the
periphery of society, for they lack the necessities and resources for bettering their conditions.
The small-cast play simply features a “coloured” man and woman who characterize this segment
of society. Thus, this minimal cast presents a microcosm through which the reader can see the
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effect which Apartheid had on a select few individuals. Here, Fugard clearly details the lives of
marginalized individuals, making their plight sensible and understandable to his audience. He
informs and characterizes in humane terms the struggle of living and surviving under such harsh
Apartheid conditions.
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Chapter 2: “Master Harold: …and the boys
Athol Fugard’s play “Master Harold” …and the boys examines how racism and the
attractiveness of power permeates through a society through exploring the complex relationship
forged between whites and blacks during the segregated Apartheid era. Through the relationship
that the young white boy Hally has with a black man whom he saw as a surrogate father to him
due to his own father’s handicap, Fugard probes ideas of societal norms regarding the social
dynamics that were at play in the African society, especially the dynamic between peoples of
different classes under Apartheid. The interactions between Hally, the white employer, and Sam,
and Willie, the black employees, reveals the prevailing master-servant dynamic between whites
and blacks during Apartheid. The microcosm of South African life which Fugard crafts by
depicting events that occur over a single day in the St. George’s Tea Room, demonstrates the
typical interactions that occurred between the different races, and between white employer and
black employee. Through the interactions depicted throughout the play, Fugard probes the
possibility of fellowship and camaraderie between different races, however, showcases the
difficulties that beset the development of this hope for fellowship. Through the conflicts that
develop between Hally and Sam, Fugard demonstrates that no matter the quality of the
relationship between two people, during the Apartheid era society dictates that there is no place
for intimacy between members of different racial groups. Fugard’s effective use of a “tutorial
relationship” between an older black man and a white boy, and the master-servant dynamic that
instructs this relationship, simultaneously informs the audience of the general norms of the play’s
social reality and the playwright’s opinion of these norms.
“Master Harold” …and the boys is a highly autobiographical work where Fugard probes
his own pain regarding his relationship with his father and friends during his childhood years.
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Although most of Fugard’s plays are crafted through his observational studies of the lived
experiences of those around him, “Master Harold” …and the boys is informed by his own life
through which he explores his own memories. Fugard has searched the “narratives of the past”
(Hall 225), reconstructing his past life experiences and memories through the articulated
recollection of the failed relationship he had as an adolescent with his mother’s two black
employees, Sam Semela and Willie Malopo, in the St. George’s Park Tea Room.
By filling the play with a plethora of biographical reference and insight into his life,
Fugard offers the audience access to his mind and experience as he developed his own cultural
identity in the discriminatory sphere of Apartheid. In his essay “Cultural Identity and Diaspora,”
Stuart Hall conceives cultural identity as either an identity which emerges from a collective
shared history and ancestry, culminating in a cultural understanding of “one true self,” (223), or a
developing identity, produced by the “continuous ‘play’ of history, culture and power” (225).
Hall personally favored the second form of cultural identity definition, as it informs an
awareness of “the traumatic character of ‘colonial experience’” (225). Hall’s insights correlate to
Fugard’s own identity development as a writer and political activist when Fugard illustrates how
his memories and past experiences informed his ideas regarding the politics of representation:
Cultural identities come from somewhere, have histories. But, like everything that is
historical, they undergo constant transformation. Far from being eternally fixed in some
essentialised past, they are subject to the continuous ‘play’ of history, culture and power.
Far from being grounded in the mere ‘recovery’ of the past which is waiting to be found,
and which when found, will secure our sense of ourselves into eternity, identities are the
names we give to the different ways we are positioned by, and position ourselves within,
the narratives of the past. (225)
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Fugard’s exploration of the past demonstrates that he was in the process of seeking out his “one
true self” (Hall 223). Thus, Fugard considers that his bond with his father and his mother’s two
black employees in his early life greatly impacted his views as he matured.
In “Master Harold” …and the boys, the audience sees that young Fugard’s only
opportunity to join a cohesive cultural group came from modeling his identity after his
supportive mother, while disconnecting himself from the ill and abusive tendencies of his father.
Fugard’s frustration with the turbulent cultural climate in South Africa, demanded that he
participate in a personal examination and negotiation of representation through his writing. As
Hall indicates, the “recovery” (255) of history which Fugard participates in is a crucial aspect of
his sense of self as he seeks meaning from the past. Thus, by embracing the encouragement of
his mother and the complex terrain of his own history, Fugard sought to uncover who he really
was within the conflicted cultural world of Apartheid South Africa. Thus, although Fugard
greatly loved and respected Sam and his own father, his mature reflections upon his past
indicated the rifts that formed in these relationships during his early years due to the enforcement
of Apartheid ideology that permeated the South African society.
World Without Collisions: The Possibility for Cross-cultural Relationships
In “Master Harold” …and the boys, ballroom dance serves both as a symbol of escape
from the world as it is and as an ideal, potential world where different races can come together in
camaraderie with each other. When the play opens, the characters Sam and Willie are practicing
the foxtrot for an upcoming dance competition; however, Hally fails to see the beauty and
significance of dance. As the play progresses, Hally begins to question and disparage the validity
of foxtrot as a dancing form because he sees it as unartistic and rather “simple-minded, meaning
mentally retarded” thus intellectually unchallenging (“Master Harold” 38). This statement
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affords Sam, as the colonized, with the opportunity to present his own values and bring the
colonizer closer to him. Through this prompting, Hally, the colonizer, and Sam the colonized,
begin to construct what postcolonial critic Homi Bhabha describes as the “Third Space.” Bhabha
elaborates that it is within this metaphorical “Third Space” that the colonizer and the colonized
can meet in a peaceful middle. Additionally, this relationship serves as a place where the two
parties can discursively gather to discuss the differences of culture. As Sam implores Hally to
take ballroom dancing seriously and try some of the movements, he suggests that Hally will be
able to see for himself that it is not as elementary as he thinks. Hally is initially averse to the idea
of ballroom dancing as something to be taken seriously as he exhales a “sigh of defeat” and
states, “So much for trying to give you a decent education. I’ve obviously achieved nothing”
(39). Hally demonstrates an opposition towards Sam and Willie’s interests; however, his sigh
implies that he does not have absolute control and power over the colonized. As Huddart
maintains, “when the relationship between self and other seems to be one of domination, the fact
that there is a relationship at all suggests that domination is not total” (46). Consequently, Hally
has moved towards, yet resists assimilating his viewpoints with the other in the third space.
Seeing that Hally is open to the discussion, Sam continues to engage in the conversation
of dancing. Sam questions what Hally’s reasoning is behind disapproving of ballroom dancing so
that he can address the specific points which Hally brings up: “[y]ou still haven't told me what’s
wrong with admiring something that’s beautiful and then trying to do it yourself” (“Master
Harold” 39). Subsequently, Sam learns that Hally views dancing as mere entertainment and not
art. Sam tells Hally of the Ballroom Championships that are taking place in two weeks, where
competitors come from all over the South African east coast and compete in a sophisticated and
artfully beautiful manner. Sam eventually asks Hally to accompany them to their competition in
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two weeks so that he can engage in the culture and judge its validity from firsthand experience.
Hally shows surprise at this invitation but rejects it on the grounds that he has watched Sam and
Willie dance for long enough. Sam laughs and contends that Hally needs to watch the experts in
action. Sam thus demonstrates a desire to bring Hally closer to himself and enter into the “Third
Space” relationship more fully.
Intrigued by Sam’s explanation, Hally desires to further their discourse. Upon listening to
Sam’s explanation of why ballroom dancing is an art and beautiful, Hally eventually finds
interest in what Sam is describing, asking Sam to “Tell me a bit more” (“Master Harold” 41). At
this prompting, Sam states, “I thought you weren’t interested…intellectually” (“Master Harold”
41). Consequently, Hally has entered the moment, where Huddart states “the colonized returns
the colonizer’s gaze” (45) and it is now Hally’s turn to enter the third space and learn from Sam,
the other. Hally is not the only one who is able to manipulate the relationship dynamic between
himself, as the colonizer, and Sam and Willie as the colonized others. Hally attempts to reassert
control over the situation. He states that his interest is merely because of his need for a topic for
his cultural heritage paper, and that Sam’s explanation of the ballroom dancing championship at
Centenary Hall simply fits the criteria of his assignment. He states that although his English
teacher disapproves of blacks, he believes he can defend it as a cultural event because he will
“point out to him that in strict anthropological terms, the culture of primitive black society
includes its dancing and singing” and craft a thesis which demonstrates how “the war-dance has
been replaced by the waltz. But it still amounts to the same thing: the release of primitive
emotions through movements” (“Master Harold” 42). Hally attempts to recast their interaction
as an observer/observed dynamic by defining the significance of the dance in advance. The
conversation involves the colonizer trying to reassert that he alone has subjectivity and that the
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blacks and their culture are merely objects for his gaze. The fact that he does not walk away does
not mean he is allowing their interaction to be a real “discussion”; however, because the
interaction continues, Sam has the chance the reassert his own subjectivity. Thus, Hally brings
himself closer to the other’s point of view through engaging further in the discussion; however,
the other remains a “subject of a difference that is almost the same, but not quite” (Bhabha 122).
Thus, Hally remains at a distance from them, not fully entering the “Third Space”.
With Hally’s complete attention, Sam can relate the importance and intellectual
significance that he sees in ballroom dancing. Sam meticulously details the intricacies of the
ballroom championship so that Hally can put the details into his English writing assignment.
Completely unaware of the norms, codes, and rules of a ballroom championship, Hally stops
Sam on multiple occasions to get a fuller understanding of the championship: “Go on, give me
the picture” (43). Just as Sam, at the beginning of the play, learned from Hally’s teaching about
the principles of evaluating men of magnitude, Hally has entered the role of the student as Sam
teaches him about the norms of the dancing community. On one of these occasions where Hally
stops Sam to ask a question about penalties in the finals, he begins to ask, “When you are
dancing, if you and your partner collide into another couple” (“Master Harold” 45); however, he
is cut off by Sam collapsing on the floor in laughter because Sam finds the thought of collisions
in the final as absurd. Sam and Willie’s laughter serves as a further implication that the power
dynamic in the relationship with Hally is not wholly one-sided, because he is in a position of
intellectual inferiority in this situation. In this moment, a tension arises in their relationship as
Sam is retaining his subjectivity from the colonizer and countering the terms in which Hally
agreed to enter the interaction earlier. Sam then provides insight for Hally as he responds to his
question by explaining finalists do not trip or stumble, and watching them is “like being in a
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dream about a world in which accidents don’t happen” (“Master Harold” 45), to which Hally
exclaims that the pictures Sam conjured were undeniably stunning. Sam, in response to Hally’s
statement, explains to him:
That’s what I've been trying to say to you all afternoon. And it’s beautiful because that is
what we want life to be like. But instead, like you said, Hally, we’re bumping into each
other all the time. Look at the three of us this afternoon: I’ve bumped into Willie, the two
of us have bumped into you, you’ve bumped into your mother, she bumping into your
Dad… The whole world is doing it all the time… America has bumped into Russia,
England is bumping into India, rich man bumps into poor man. Those are big collusions,
Hally… Are we never going to get it right?... learn to dance life like champions instead of
always being just a bunch of beginners at it? (45-46)
Thus, in explaining dancing to Hally, Sam relates it to philosophical concept of the ideal dance
of life where peoples and nations exist in harmony with each other and expresses how it is
similar to the colonial relationship as the colonizers and the colonized constantly clash against
each other.
Fugard uses the metaphorical connection between life and dance as a hope for a world
where the whites and non-whites can live in harmony in a post-Apartheid South Africa. Sam
states that the lack of collisions by the finalists in a dancing competition is “the way we want life
to be” (“Master Harold” 46). The colonized want to live in a world where they no longer clash
with the colonizer. However, Hally does not see how this is possible, and questions whether this
can even be achieved and if the “best we can do” is “watch six finalists dreaming about the way
it should be” (“Master Harold” 46). The colonizer resists the prospect of a world in which he
loses control over the colonized and where he would need to regard them as equals with himself.
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Sam continues that “[w]ithout the dream we won’t know what we’re going for” (46) and brings
in Mahatma Gandhi as an example of someone who succeeded in never disregarding his dream
but continually striving towards it till it was accomplished. Hally’s response to Sam’s assertion
mirrors their earlier discussion about Men of Magnitude as he agrees with Sam’s choice of
person: “You’re right. He [Gandhi] certainly was trying to teach people to get the steps right”
(“Master Harold” 46). Once again, the colonizer and the colonized have entered the third space
and found agreement. Thus, the colonial third space which Bhabha describes is akin to the
“World without Collisions” (“Master Harold” 47) which Sam hopes for because the ballroom
competition demonstrates “Global Politics on the Dance Floor” (“Master Harold” 47).
Consequently, through observing the world through the other’s perspective, the colonizer brings
himself closer to them and has a better understanding of their interpretations of the world.
Mimicry and Assimilation: The Dominance of White Ideology in discussions of History
The mutual relationship forming between Hally, as a colonizer, and Sam, the colonized,
in “Master Harold” …and the Boys demonstrates the postcolonial idea of mimicry at play as
individuals of different racial categories interact. Within Homi K. Bhabha’s post-colonial text,
The Location of Culture, he foregrounds the relational social dynamic between the colonizer and
the colonized. Bhabha suggests that the power differential in this relationship is not a top-down
exertion of power from the western colonizer to the native colonized. He deconstructs the
traditional notions of the colonizer-colonized relationship established by Edward Said’s initial
theories in his book Orientalism, whereby the colonizer treated the colonized as the Other, or the
inferior, through binary differentiations and rigid distinctions between colonizer and the
colonized, black and the white, superior and inferior. Instead, Bhabha argues that it is the
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colonized who exercise acts of “sly civility” and “mimicry” to subvert or undermine the
seemingly overwhelming, inescapable dominance exerted by the colonizer.
Fugard illustrates the relationship linking the colonizer and the colonized within the Third
space through Hally and Sam’s discussion about past social reformers throughout history. While
Sam assists Hally with his homework at the opening of the play, he engages in philosophical and
ideological discussions. Sam conveys a pessimistic outlook on the prospects of life due to the
injustices and racial discrimination meted out against the non-white South Africans by the
Apartheid regime. Hally counters this attitude by assuring Sam that “[t]here is something called
progress” (“Master Harold” 13) and that a social reformer will come soon, because “[e]very
age, Sam, has got its social reformers. My history book is full of them” (“Master Harold” 14).
When Sam asked where the reformer is for this age who will come and save the oppressed, Hally
states, “Good question. And I hate to say it, but the answer is: I don’t know. Maybe he hasn’t
been born yet. Or is still only a babe in arms at his mother’s breast. God, what a thought”
(“Master Harold” 14). By presenting the idea that a single “social reformer” will come to free
them from their troubles, and all they have to do is “go on waiting” (“Master Harold” 14),
Fugard mirrors the frustration expressed by Martin Luther King Jr. in his “Letter from
Birmingham City Jail” during the American Civil Rights movement: “For years now I have
heard the word ‘wait.’ It rings in the ear of every Negro with a piercing familiarity. This ‘wait’
has almost always meant ‘never.’ It has been a tranquilizing thalidomide, relieving the emotional
stress for a moment, only to give birth to an ill-formed infant of frustration” (142). Hally, the
colonizer, attempts to quell Sam’s frustration towards the oppressive Apartheid system, while
defusing potential ideas of collective uprising, by appealing for Sam to wait, because a time of
social reform will come. Thus, Fugard creates a depiction of these characters as binaries, as
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Hally communicates that he is the “knowledgeable” white, and subjugates Sam’s justifiable
concerns as a non-white character, simply imploring him to “wait” for a reformer to come.
Therefore, this interaction between Hally and Sam demonstrates Bhabha’s concept of the Third
space, as Hally tries to get close to Sam’s understanding and looks at the world from the Other’s
viewpoint, but still maintains his place in society.
Hally furthers this discourse through prompting a discussion of “Men of Magnitude”
(“Master Harold” 17) from history who exemplify the characteristics of a true social reformer.
Sam names Napoleon because Hally’s history textbook states that he “regarded all people as
equal before the law and wanted them to have equal opportunities for advancement” (16). Sam is
drawn towards Napoleon because he seems to stand for the idea of equality which Sam, as a
representative of the colonized, agrees with; however, Hally, as the colonizer, admonishes Sam
for not seeing the complete picture of Napoleon’s life. Hally states that Napoleon’s history is all
“[t]his campaign and that campaign,” and it all “[w]asn’t worth it” because he lost in the end
(“Master Harold” 17). Hally then counters Sam’s “Man of Magnitude” with his own: Charles
Darwin. Hally’s admonition of Sam’s choice, and proposal of his own, demonstrates
downplaying of non-white ideas within the colonizer-colonized relationship dynamic. Hally
believes that Darwin, through his Theory of Evolution, revolutionized science, and “benefited all
mankind” (“Master Harold” 17). The anxieties of the colonizer and the agency of the colonized
are featured aspects of Bhabha’s argument, as he illustrates the desire for the colonizer to bring
the colonized close to himself yet continue to keep the supposed inferior at a distance. Bhabha
notes that “[m]imicry is, thus the sign of a double articulation; a complex strategy of reform,
regulation and discipline, which ‘appropriates’ the Other as it visualizes power” (122). He adds
that, since the colonizer’s identity is paradoxically imitable, the colonized can transform himself
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or herself to superficially assume the identity of the colonizer: “mimicry is at once resemblance
and menace” (123). The colonizer becomes unsettled in his position because of the possibility of
the reformed Other eventually exerting power towards, and intimidating, the colonizer. Because
Sam’s suggestion of Napoleon as a “Man of Magnitude” (“Master Harold” 17), and the
discussion of racial equality runs in contrast with the traditionally held ideologies under the
Apartheid regime, Hally counters to divert the discourse so that he is in control of the discussion.
Hally’s choice of Charles Darwin, whose proposed concept of the “survival of the
fittest,” advocated that only the “fittest” and most adaptable of a given population could and
should survive (Hawkins 287) demonstrates the reversion of the colonizer to their traditional
constructions of race in order to exert dominance in the relationship once again. Hally’s use of
Darwin within the discussion evokes the concept of Social Darwinism, whereby individuals
perceived that there was a logical development from primitive animal forms to civilized
humanity. Under the influence of Social Darwinism, nineteenth century colonial Europe
imported racist ideologies that sought to describe the make-up of society which linked white skin
color with a “superior ontological status” (Said 226) and endorsed the dominance of the white
race while belittling non-white races. These ideologies were passed down to oppressive systems
such as Apartheid. Thus, the contrasting individuals, whom Sam and Hally name as men of
magnitude in history, demonstrate how each of them looks at the issues in society. Living under
the Apartheid regime, Sam, the “Other,” is drawn towards affirmations of the equality of people
and thus names Napoleon, while Hally, the colonizer, is drawn towards development, progress,
and advantage through power, and thus sides with Darwin and his Theory of Evolution. Such a
scene reflects how, although the colonized and colonizer come closer together within the Third
Space, they never truly unite because of their differing foundational ideologies.
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As Hally and Sam’s discussion of social reformers throughout history continues, it
demonstrates the colonizer’s desire for dominance over the colonized. There continues to be a
back and forward interplay between Sam and Hally as they repeatedly counter each other’s “Man
of Magnitude” (“Master Harold” 17) with their own until Hally mentions Tolstoy. Upon this
suggestion, Sam states, “No argument. He was a somebody alright. I accept him” (20). For each
suggestion which Sam brings forward, Hally counters with information outside of what Sam
knows from the textbook until he falls upon an individual with whom Sam recognizes and is
willing to concede with Hally as being a “Man of Magnitude” (“Master Harold” 17). Spurr
notes that “[b]y entering into this economy of uneven exchange, [a postcolonial narrator]
becomes an accomplice to the very system of authority, of control, and of surveillance” (14).
Hally’s intellectual superiority in the conversation, because of his formal school education,
functions as a “voice of understanding and wisdom” (Genette 253), through which his voice
silences Sam’s own voice through “the conquest of the I” (Genette 249). Culler believes that
“even the idea of personal identity emerges through the discourse of a culture: the “I” is not
something given but comes to exist as that which is addressed by and related to others” (qtd. in
Ashcroft Key Concepts 206). Hally’s words function as a forceful imposition as he ventures to
dominate the conversation. This intellectual dominance though knowledge owned by the
colonizer tacitly suggests a position of privilege and power over the colonized. This relegates the
status of the colonized to one of submission and inferiority to the colonizer’s voice.
Upon finding common ground with Hally’s suggestion of Tolstoy as a “Man of
Magnitude” (“Master Harold” 17), Sam tries to follow the “colonial mimicry strategy” and
assimilate himself by aligning with Hally’s viewpoint. Sam states, “I’ve got one I know we’ll
agree on. A simple straight-forward great Man of Magnitude . . . and no arguments. And he
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really did benefit all mankind” (“Master Harold” 21). Sam proposes Alexander Fleming, which
excites Hally: “Splendid Sam! Splendid. For once we are in total agreement. The major
breakthrough in medical science in the 20th century. If it wasn’t for him, we might have lost the
Second World War” (“Master Harold” 22). Throughout the course of their exchange, Sam
picked up on the fact that Hally’s viewpoint focused on the scientific advancement and progress
which resulted from the work of the men he chose. Sam’s choice of Fleming serves as an
indication that he is attempting to find a common ground in order to align himself with Hally’s
beliefs. Sam’s selection pleases Hally greatly, as he becomes happy to see that he is having a
“beneficial” effect on him: “It’s deeply gratifying, Sam, to know that I haven’t been wasting my
time in talking to you. (Strutting around proudly) Tolstoy may have educated his peasants, but
I've educated you” (“Master Harold” 22). Hally’s purpose in sharing his textbook’s information
with Sam was to educate him in a similar way to how he was being educated.
Hally’s intent in teaching Sam aligns with the colonial mindset of extending the reach of
European educational systems to positively influence the colonized. His proclamation reinforces
the theories of Gauri Viswanathan, who drew from the analytical framework of Edward Said in
her book Masks of Conquest to highlight how the introduction of English educational systems
within the colonial field served the disguised function of “civilizing the natives” (24) so that they
might be further subjugated and controlled. Viswanathan demonstrates how this mindset was
disguised with good intentions through a statement from former Governor-General of India,
Warren Hastings: “[W]e rule over them and traffic with them, but they do not understand our
character, and we do not penetrate theirs. The consequence is that we have no hold on their
sympathies, no seat in their affections” (qtd. in Viswanathan 28). Although the propagation of
English literature among the “natives” was proposed to the colonized as assisting them in
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furthering their position in society, this only served to “mask” British economic exploitation of
the colonized. Through this false pretense, colonizers used the introduction of English literature
to maintain political domination and power by transforming “rapacious, exploitative, and
ruthless actor of history into the reflective subject of literature” (21). The true motives behind the
colonizer’s education of the natives in English was to diminish thoughts of uprising in the minds
of the oppressed. Viswanathan notes that the introduction of English in India “had a salutary,
emancipatory influence because it released Indians from false consciousness and replaced
outmoded styles of thought with enlightened concepts of justice and liberty” (17). Thus, in
applying these observations to the way power was deployed ideologically, the colonial education
offered to indigenous colonized peoples served to strip these people away from their native
learning structures and draw them towards those familiar to the colonizers. Additionally, Fanon
asserts that the master-slave dialectic that pervades the colonial relationship rests on an
essentially interactive quality of being fully recognized:
Man is human only to the extent to which he tries to impose his existence on another man
in order to be recognized by him. As long as he has not been effectively recognized by
the other, that other will remain the theme of his actions. It is on that other being, on
recognition by that other being, that his own human worth and reality depend. It is that
other being in whom the meaning of his life is condensed. (168-169)
Consequently, Hally is satisfied at finding Sam’s ideas of Tolstoy as a “Man of Magnitude”
(“Master Harold” 17) close to his own. Hally, in the role of the colonizer, has successfully
educated the colonized to produce a “reformed, recognizable Other” (Bhabha 126). Although
Hally may have good intentions in sharing his textbook’s material with Sam, he is drawing Sam
towards the same mindset that he as a colonizer holds.
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Unconscious Inheritor: Pervasive Generational Conceptions of Race
In “Master Harold” …and the boys, Fugard demonstrates the perpetual tendency towards
regressing into traditional ideologies through momentary breaks in the discourse between Hally,
Sam and Willie. On two separate occasions within the play, Hally’s mother calls the Tea Room
phone to discuss Hally’s father returning from hospital. Upon initially hearing from his mother
of the possibility that his abusive and racist father may return home, Hally is vexed and exclaims
how the world perpetually brings disappointment. Sam, noticing Hally’s rising temper, seeks to
find some means to calm him down. Looking at Hally’s homework assignments, he notes that
Hally needs to write “five-hundred words describing an annual event of cultural or historical
significance” (“Master Harold” 34). This, however, irritates Hally further as he asserts that his
teacher just wants a plain description of some boring event like “[t]he commemoration of the
landing of the 1820 Settlers” (34). Although he is irritated by having to do the assignment, he
settles down to it: “Please Sam! Just leave me alone and let me get on with it” (“Master Harold”
34). Sam and Willie then start practicing foxtrot to lessen the tension in the room; however, they
begin quarreling due to Willie continually messing up the steps. Hally then explodes at them, hits
Willie with his ruler, and angrily paces the room furiously “like a little Hitler, ruler in hand,
giving vent to his anger and frustration” (“Master Harold” 37). Sam and Willie, the Others, are
intimidated by the anger of Hally, the colonizer. At this moment, Hally fully reverts to the
colonial mindset and, seeing Sam and Willie’s display of freedom and power through how they
are currently dancing and having fun when they should be working hard because they are
currently on the clock, lashes out in anger towards them to reassert his dominance:
Suppose a customer had walked in then? Or the Park Superintendent. And seen the two of
you behaving like a pair of hooligans. That would have been the end of my mother’s
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license, you know. And your jobs! Well, this is the end of it. From now on there will be
no more of your ballroom nonsense in here. This is a business establishment, not a
bloody New Brighton dancing school. I’ve been far too lenient with two of you…but
what really makes me bitter is that I allow you chaps a little freedom in here when
business is bad and what do you do with it? The foxtrot! (38)
Hally’s outburst demonstrates how the colonizer feels tension within the third space once the
colonized exhibits too much freedom. Bhabha notes that, “colonial discourse wants the colonized
to be extremely like the colonizer, but by no means identical,” (qtd, in Huddart 40) and “the
discourse of mimicry is constructed around an ambivalence; in order to be effective, mimicry
must continually produce its slippage, its excess, its difference” (Location 122). The colonizer
feels intimidated when the colonized becomes too close to himself. Hally’s temper resulting from
the revelation of the possibility of his father returning home, returns him to the colonial mindset.
Hally is intimidated by Sam and Willie’s display of power and freedom under his supervision
and consequently exerts his own power to intimidate them and assert dominance over them as
the colonizer once more.
The interruption occasioned by the presence of the racist father into the affairs of the plot,
demonstrates how Hally is an unconscious inheritor of his society’s racial prejudices. Hally’s
regression towards seeking to overpower Sam and Willy expresses the ideologies of J. Farish,
who mentions that “[t]he Natives must either be kept down by a sense of our power, or they must
willingly submit from a conviction that we are more wise, more just, more humane, and more
anxious to improve their condition than any other rulers they could possibly have” (qtd. in
Viswanathan 2). Consequently, the audience is able to see how, in the earlier moments of the
play, Hally unconsciously finds it acceptable as a member of the “elite” white race to debate with
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Sam about who is a more appropriate role model for black freedom and equality. Thus, Hally’s
pretense of a philosophical discussion for the benefit of Sam is stripped away, revealing the
unconscious undertone of cultural domination and exploitation that is inherent in the colonizer’s
education ideology (Viswanathan 20) Furthermore, this is expressed in Hally’s earlier comments
that Sam has “never been a slave” and that “we,” presumably meaning the white “enlightened”
South Africans, “freed [Sam’s] ancestors… long before the Americans” (“Master Harold” 18).
These comments demonstrate how South Africa’s history of civically and socially promoted
racism has left Hally with a blind ignorance to the oppressive realities of Apartheid for nonwhite South African citizens. Thus, the return of the father into Hally’s mind has brought with it
the re-activation of the hardened colonial mindset that has spread through the white South
African society. Because of his upbringing and parents’ influence, Hally cannot help but have a
warped preconception about blacks that is similar to his parents. Hally has been taught by the
racial propaganda of the Apartheid system that he is superior and until he understands otherwise,
he will continue to think of Sam, and all non-whites, as lower than himself.
The second call from Hally’s mother causes a complete breakdown of the relationship in
the third space that had been building between the colonizer and the other. The ringing of the Tea
Room phone brings Hally out of the positive discussion that he was having with Sam. He
stipulates, “Remember my words, Sam? Just when you’re enjoying yourself, someone or
something will come along and wreck everything” (“Master Harold” 47). The news that his
alcoholic, racist, and abusive father will definitely be returning home after his release from
hospital that day causes Hally to fly into a rage. Although Sam and Willie attempt to subdue his
anger and divert his attention back to the English writing assignment, this time they are unable
suppress his anger and bring him back to the third space. In his rage, Hally “goes to the table and
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tears up the page he was writing on” and states, “so much for a bloody world without collisions”
(“Master Harold” 50). The ripping of the paper, and the discarding of the subject of the
ballroom competition, metaphorically implies that the third space relationship that was being
built up to this point in the play is being terminated and torn apart.
Hally’s negative relationship with his father causes him to doubt the possibility that Sam
and Willy’s belief of a “World without Collisions” (“Master Harold” 47) will ever be possible.
Hally remarks that crippled people like his father are “guaranteed to turn that dance floor into a
shambles,” and, if they use their “imaginations sensibly,” they will see that “the truth” is that the
existence of people like his father will ensure that Sam’s dream is never brought into reality
(“Master Harold” 51). Sam, understanding that Hally is reverting to the conventional Apartheid
mindset, attempts to mediate in the situation and bring Hally and calm him down: “[T]ake back
those words and ask forgiveness! It’s a terrible sin for a son to mock his father with jokes like
that. You'll be punished if you carry on. Your father is your father, even if he is a… cripple man”
(“Master Harold” 52). However, Sam’s efforts at mediation only serve to feed Hally’s anger.
Huddart references that the other’s interference can be interpreted, by the colonizer, as attempts
to becoming too close to the colonizer, and thus no longer a recognizable other in submission to
the colonial power: “[C]olonial authority is menaced by the colonized to the extent that it utterly
depends on the colonized for its sense of itself” (“Master Harold” 61). Hally believes his power
is being threatened by Sam’s words because they signify a freedom to talk against, and exert
power towards the colonizer. Hally scolds Sam in order to push back against him: “It’s your turn
to be careful, Sam. Very careful! You’re treading on dangerous ground. Leave me and my father
alone” (“Master Harold” 52). Although the characters have made attempts towards a mutually
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beneficial relationship, “the play between equivalence and excess makes the colonized both
reassuringly similar and also terrifying” (Huddart 41) to the colonizer.
The pressure from the other on the colonizer by them becoming too alike, leads the
colonizer to fear him, and consequently revert to traditional forms of exerting power and
dominance over the other, swiftly terminating the more cordial relationship that was developing
in the third space. Hally stipulates to Sam, “My mother is right. She’s always warning me about
allowing you to get too familiar. Well, this time you’ve gone too far. It’s going to stop right now.
You’re only a servant here, and don’t forget it” (“Master Harold” 53). Hally reminds Sam of his
place in society under the Apartheid system, and even goes so far as to state that Sam should also
do his father’s bidding, even though he is not technically Sam’s boss because “[h]e’s a white
man and that’s good enough for you” (“Master Harold” 53). Because of Hally’s disdain towards
his father’s imminent return into his life, a rift is created in the relationship between him and
Sam.
The tensions Hally feels in the Third Space relationship leads him to revert to
traditionally held beliefs. He insists on Sam addressing him as Master Harold or else he will lose
his job at the Tea Room: “To begin with, why don’t you also start calling me Master Harold, like
Willie” (54). This threat held considerable weight under the Apartheid system as non-white
South Africans needed employment to maintain possession of a passbook, or “dompas (stupid
pass)” which was “little more than ‘the key instrument of a brutally-enforced white supremacy’”
(Edwards 625-626). If a non-white South African did not have a valid passbook then he or she
could not seek further employment or move outside of non-white zones defined by the Group
Areas Act. Thus, Hally’s threat to fire Sam if he does not conform to his society’s cultural
expectations displays how Hally has reverted back to wielding colonial power to force the other
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into submission. Additionally, Hally tells Sam and Willie that he should treat them as his father
would, as servants: [Y]ou must teach the boys to show you more respect, my son” (“Master
Harold” 55). Roberts deems that “[Hally] is too young and too self-absorbed to understand what
is leading him to a moment of collision with Sam and then to bitter rejection of the black man
who has been more of a father than his own father” (30). The altercation between Hally and Sam
climaxes in Hally insulting Sam, black people in general, and spitting in Sam’s face.
Consequently, he terminates the hopeful relationship of the Third Space and disallows any
further acts of mimicry on the part of Sam.
The relationship within the Third space can only continue insofar as both the colonizer
and the Other presume that its continuation is mutually beneficial. This strategy is supported by
both parties initially. Although there is a desire to draw closer to each other’s culture, the
traditionally held colonizer mindset of seeking power over the colonized causes anxiety within
the colonizer, moving them towards resisting the relationship and keeping the colonized in the
position of the “reformed, recognizable Other” (Bhabha 126). Thus, although there is friendship
and camaraderie in “Master Harold” …and the boys, between Willie, Sam, and Hally, this
friendship is at odds with the institutional racial divide of the Apartheid era. Hally refrains from
exerting absolute power over his black employees, bringing them closer towards a relationship of
equals; however, the structures of Apartheid ideology remain an insurmountable obstacle and
Hally is unable to ever truly see the world through the eyes of his two black servants or wholly
respect them as complete equals to himself. Hence, the possibility of a world without collisions
is one which will not be easy to achieve, as the traditionally held mindset, and tendencies
towards brutal hostility and infighting cause rifts and the eventual termination of the relationship.
Thus, although at the beginning of the play, Sam tries to assimilate himself with Hally through
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Hally’s teaching, and at the near the end of the play, Hally tries to assimilate with Sam in regard
to non-white culture, the interference of Sam in Hally’s personal life oversteps the written and
unwritten rules of the apartheid regime, causing Hally to feel threatened and terminate the
relationship. Thus, although the relationship between the colonizer and the other can be likened
to a world without collision when both parties work towards mutual understanding, collisions
and frictions created through the pursuit of likeness can ultimately lead to the termination of the
relationship.
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Chapter 3: My Children! My Africa!
In the play My Children! My Africa!, Fugard responds to the increasingly common school
boycotts protesting the Apartheid sanctioned Bantu Education system by presenting his hope for
a unified country devoid of racial violence. However, Fugard acknowledged that the deeply
rooted ethnicity and race conflict throughout South Africa’s history made this discussion
complicated to address. Irena Oppenheim suggests that, due to the changing political climate in
South Africa during the late eighties and early nineties, Fugard needed new types of characters to
embody such changes (qtd. in Cambrink 57). Where once non-white South Africans saw no end
to the racial injustices meted out by the Apartheid government in previous decades, they now
saw the possibility that the collapse of the Apartheid Era was close at hand. Thus, as Fugard
continued his protests against racial oppression through drama, he began to craft characters who
were in the process of preparing themselves for the new possibilities and challenges that would
arise after the end of Apartheid and either choose to enact revenge against their oppressors, or
“forge a new society never envisioned by their parents” (Wertheim 157). Thus, in My Children!
My Africa!, Fugard explores how racial segregation and oppressive manipulation of the
education system through strict Apartheid policies fueled violence among the South African
youth, and how, through the pursuit of knowledge rather than resorting to violence, the South
African society may move towards peace, racial freedom, and equality. In his play My Children!
My Africa!, Fugard utilizes the setting of a debate between a white and a non-white student
during the period of the student uprisings of 1984 in the first act of the play to explore the
postcolonial dialectic of “self” and “other” and suggest a means whereby both parties can come
together in the Third Space for their mutual benefit.
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Fugard set his play My Children! My Africa! in 1984 during the school boycotts which
protested the Bantu Education system. In 1953 The white Apartheid government implemented
the Bantu Education Act, a system whereby the government determined the materials and
curriculum that would be taught in non-white schools. Nelson Mandela notes that, in terms of
pedagogy, the Bantu Education system was largely orientated towards the replicability of
Apartheid; maintaining the racial power dynamic of white privilege and African servitude
through both skills taught to the youth and the enforcement of curriculum favoring a historical
and ethical justification for the system:
Under the act, African primary and secondary schools operated by the church and
mission bodies were given the choice of turning over their schools to the government or
receiving gradually diminished subsidies; either the government took over education for
Africans or there would be no education for Africans. African teachers were not
permitted to criticize the government or any school authority. It was intellectual
“baasskap,” [boss-ship] a way of institutionalizing inferiority. (Mandela 182-183)
Hence, by means of this Act, the white government would gain control of the non-white
education system and create a sterile learning environment which failed to provide sufficient
facilities, training, or salaries for these schools since it spent “about six times as much per white
student as per African student” and made education non-compulsory for Africans (Mandela 182).
Vuyisile Msila posits that, “Bantu Education for black South Africans had been a means of
restricting the development of the learner by distorting school knowledge to ensure control over
the intellect of the learners and teachers, and propagating state propaganda” (149). Mandela
concurs as he reflects on his own educational experience: “The education I received was a
British education, in which British ideas, British culture, British institutions, were automatically
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assumed to be superior. There was no such thing as African culture” (Mandela 28-29). Thus,
through absolute control over the education of non-whites in South Africa, the Apartheid
government created a system which could control their futures; this was a system that was
employed to ensure a productive workforce of non-white African citizens, who would be reliant
on European powers to grant them access to learning and their African cultural heritage.
The Apartheid government did not mask their incentives for implementing the Education
Act. Dr. Hendrik Verwoerd, the minister of Bantu education, noted that education “must train
and teach people in accordance with their opportunities in life. There is no place for the Bantu in
the European community above the level of certain forms of labor” (qtd. in Mandela 183), to
which Mandela comments, “His meaning was that Africans did not and would not have any
opportunities, therefore, why educate them?... In short, Africans should be trained to be menial
workers, to be in a position of perpetual subordination to the white man” (Mandela 183). Thus,
the Bantu Education Act was declared “as a way of maintaining the black South Africans in a
permanent state of political and economic subordination. The educational system had been an
obvious instrument of control to protect power and privilege” (Msila 149). Through the
government’s involvement in the education system, they sought to reinforce the non-white
population’s social standing as lower-class citizens.
Fugard addresses the hostile response to this Act through the portrayal of disgruntled
non-white students as they protest the restrictive Bantu Education program to their regional
“Inspector of Bantu schools” (My Children! 55). This inspector was responsible for ensuring an
education which “nurtures an image of the European world by claiming that Europe was the
center of the universe and Africa was discovered by Europe” (Shihada 30). Throughout the play,
Fugard emphasizes the power of education as a force for change. This mirrors Mandela’s own
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sentiment towards education as a “great engine of personal development” (Mandela 182).
Consequently, by focusing on the Bantu Education Act’s effect on the South African youth,
Fugard projects his hopeful views for the future of his country.
Breaking Barriers: The Possibility of Cross-Cultural Union
Fugard’s My Children! My Africa! considers the hopeful future union of whites and
blacks within the postcolonial context. Because he opens the play with an interschool debate
between Thami Mbikwana, an 18-year-old black boy from Zolile High school, and Isabel Dyson,
a white girl from the posh white-only school of Cambedoo, the debate can be seen as a
microcosm of the complex postcolonial relations and realities of the Apartheid system where
Thami and Isabel seek to become agents of change in their respective races and societies.
Nicholas Visser, in the article “Drama and Politics in a State of Emergency: Athol Fugard’s My
Children! My Africa!,” notes that “the play’s political vision” emerges, “not in set-piece
programmatic speeches,” but rather through the “powerful metaphorical implications” and use of
the “debate” and “Mr. M’s dictionary book” as representations of “a model for a desirable social
order” which the people of South Africa long for (489). Consequently, the debate between Thami
Mbikwana and Isabel Dyson embodies Fugard’s social vision for a South Africa governed by
peace and equality, brought about by civil discussions rather than acts of violence.
The contrasting situations of the protagonists of the play prime them for entering into the
mutually beneficial Third Space relationship. In Orientalism, Said attempts to reveal the
misconceptions and misinterpretations of the Orient’s cultural symbols. According to Said, the
“European culture gained in strength and identity by setting itself off against the Orient as a sort
of surrogate and even underground self” (3). Said considers the objective of the Western
conquest of the Orient as one which sought control and dominance over it. Thus, the colonizer-
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colonized relationship is one which authoritatively creates a relation of superiority and
inferiority: “The relationship between Occident and Orient is a relationship of power, of
domination, of varying degrees of a complex hegemony” (5). Consequently, by accepting their
contrasting stations in society, governed alternately by control and submission, the power
dynamics present due to systems such as Apartheid can subvert themselves, priming whites and
non-whites to enter the third space so that they may build a relationship of mutual solidarity with
one another.
The friendship that starts to grow between Isabel and Thami demonstrates how a
relationship between whites and non-whites can begin to occur as South Africa fulfills its destiny
as a post-Apartheid state. From the beginning of Fugard’s play, the societal differences of the
main characters are noticeable, not only to the audience, but also to the characters themselves.
Thami and Mr. M, as the other, or the colonized, acknowledge their lower position in society, as
the inferiority of the non-white races has been internalized by them through the continually
degrading rhetoric of the pro-white Apartheid regime and government. Through their schooling
under the Bantu Education Act, non-white students are taught to accept their inferiority in
society and to look around themselves at the “eyesore” (My Children! 21) which are their current
living conditions. They are taught to understand that they have no rights to protest the oppression
that they are under, and that they will always remain in the undesirable rural slums of South
Africa, completely segregated from the whites. Thami acknowledges this as he voices his own
feelings about the white society and his own blackness:
I see a generation of tired defeated men and women crawling back to their miserable little
pondocks [a rough/crude shelter or hut] at the end of a day’s work for the white baas
[boss] or madam. And those are the lucky ones. They’ve at least got work. Most of them
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are just sitting around wasting away their lives while they wait helplessly for a miracle to
feed their families, a miracle that never comes. Those men and women are our fathers
and mothers. We have grown up watching their humiliation. We have to live everyday
with the sight of them begging for food in this land of their birth, and their parents’ birth
… all the way back to the first proud ancestors of our people. (My Children! 76)
Thami’s remarks demonstrate how many members of the non-white population have been led to
accept their position in society. Mr. M reiterates this as he remarks how he is an “old-fashioned
traditionalist in most things” (Fugard 45). By a “traditionalist” (45), Mr. M admits how he is a
product of the Bantu Education laws and has been brought to accept them as facts of life.
Likewise, Isabel, as the colonizer, understands her own race’s superiority, authority, and
control over the other as it too has been internalized by her through the teachings and propaganda
that she has received. Cheryl McCourtie notes that “[i]t is no surprise that the lives of Isabel and
Thami contrast sharply” as “Isabel’s father owns a local pharmacy, and her only contact with
blacks is her maid, ‘Auntie,’ and her father’s errand boy” whereas “Thami is the son of a
domestic and railroad worker who lives with his grandmother” (My Children! 9). The
relationship between Isabel and the blacks that she regularly encounters is that shared by a
master and a slave because, with these individuals, she has the identity of “Miss Isabel, the
baas’s daughter” (My Children! 37). By referring to her black maid as “Auntie,” Isabel deprives
her of her African name and identity and gives a new one in its place. Furthermore, the maid
comes from the same township as Thami; therefore, she must pay for transportation from the
township to Isabel’s house to serve a white schoolgirl so that she can make a living.
Consequently, Isabel, in the role of the colonizer, has stripped the colonized of her culture and
designates for her a position where she must rely on Isabel and her family for survival. Through
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this, Fugard demonstrates how the wealth and prosperity of the whites had been gained through
the “culture of exploitation” (Edwards 61), preserved from the colonial period, which sought to
exploit the non-white population through hard and cheap labor.
The white and non-white citizens were divided through corrupt labor practices and
exploitation. According to Joyce Moss and Lorraine Valestuk “the wealth enjoyed by many
whites was gained through the exploitation of black workers” because “[c]heap black labor
created the enormous wealth of the diamond and gold mining operations, constructed buildings
and roads, and provided various domestic and commercial services within the expanding white
population” (25). In contrast to Isabel’s happy life of privilege and prosperity, Thami lives a life
deprived of those luxuries. Thami relates to Isabel how his father and mother are both “good,
reliable, ordinary, hardworking Bantu-speaking black South African natives” (My Children! 28).
He conveys that his mother is a domestic worker, like Isabel’s maid, and his father works for the
railways under a white boss and that, because of his parents’ jobs, Thami has to live with his
grandmother and sister. Thus, as a result of the systems set in place by the Apartheid government
to exploit the labor of non-white South Africans, and from which Isabel’s family profits, Thami
is isolated from his family
Isabel’s perception of life further demonstrates how she is a product of a repressive
system. In one particularly powerful soliloquy, Isabel emphasizes the differences that she sees
between her life and that of Thami:
We’ve got a lot of nicely restored National Monument houses and buildings. Specially in
the Main Street. Our shop is one of them. The location is quite an eyesore by comparison.
Most of the houses – if you can call them that! – are made of bits of old corrugated iron
or anything else they could find to make four walls and a roof. There are no gardens or
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anything like that. You have got to drive in first gear all the time because of the potholes
and stones, and when the wind is blowing and all the dust and rubbish flying around…!
(My Children! 34).
She remarks that she has visited the township on a couple of other occasions to visit her “auntie”
and has been stunned by the conditions under which her domestic worker was living: “No
electricity, no running water, no privacy! Auntie’s little house has only got two small rooms and
nine of them sleep there. I ended up being damn glad I was born with a white skin” (Fugard 35).
Moss and Valestuk note that because “apartheid claimed to divide ethnic groups vertically,
making them equal but separate,” non-whites were relegated to “live on cramped reserves” to
protect the white population (25). Thus, due to the cultural stigma attached to the color of one’s
skin, families like Thami’s and Auntie’s had to live in horrible conditions without a means of
upward economic mobility. This divide continued further than living conditions as Thami relates
to Isabel that, although she wished to pursue a graduate’s degree at Rhodes University, “school
doesn’t mean the same to us that it does to you” (My Children! 31) and that he has no plan to
pursue further education. Thus, Thami acknowledges his prospects as a non-white citizen greatly
differ from those of Isabel. Thus, because both parties truthfully acknowledge their positions in
such an unequal society, they are able to enter into Bhabha’s theoretical third space. Within
Bhabha’s proposed third space, no party rules over the other, both share in equal authority, and a
reciprocal relationship becomes possible between whites and non-whites. Within this space,
individuals can come closer to each other because a relationship will be mutually beneficial.
In Fugard’s My Children! My Africa!, the characters demonstrate this desire to enter into
the Third Space relationship rather than remain wholly separated. The desire by the colonized to
participate in a debate competition alongside the colonizer corresponds with Bhabha’s
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understanding of colonial mimicry as the colonized aspires to bring himself closer to the
colonizer. Although Mr. M was educated under the Bantu education system, he utilized his
learning, books, and abilities in teaching to pass on his knowledge to the youth in his society and
steer them towards using the power of words through education to seek societal change rather
than violent revolution. Throughout the play, Mr. M is presented as a figure whose beliefs cross
racial and gender boundaries by encouraging the forging of friendships based on reason and
ethics instead of skin color and gender. However, although he has noble beliefs, his reach is
limited due to the color of his skin, and his aversion to the Eurocentric and West focused Bantu
education system. Mr. M believes that one may draw nearer to the West-defined identity of
“self” through reading educational books, because, through examining the knowledge they
present, one might escape his ignorance, servitude and subordination to the system, and thus, his
“otherness.” He describes the value of education and knowledge as an agent for selftransformation to Thami:
This was my home, my life, my one and only ambition… to be a good teacher! … it is all
in the books and I have read the books and if you work hard in school little man, you can
do the same… Whenever my spirit was low and I sat alone in my room, I said to myself:
Walk Anela! Walk… I walked back into the world, a proud man, because I was an
African and all the splendor was my birthright (My Children! 97-99).
Mr. M sees the opportunity of a debate between the white colonizer and the non-white colonized
as a means through which the colonized can learn from the colonizer. Additionally, the colonizer
will also be able to attain insight into a race and culture which has been clouded from their
understanding through the oppressive rhetoric that the government uses against those they
oppress. Consequently, through entering a constructive and reciprocal relationship, both
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members will broaden their understandings, enabling them to become agents for change in their
respective communities.
The Order of Things: Cultural Mimicry and Blending to Foster Relationships
The methods which Mr. M employs to run the debate demonstrate the implementation of
the colonial mimicry strategy within the Third Space. Huddart states that mimicry is “an
exaggerated copying of language, culture, manners, and ideas. This exaggeration means that
mimicry is repetition with difference” (39). From its place as the opening word of the play, the
concept of “Order” evolves to take on increasingly important meanings. Visser notes that Fugard
utilizes the debate as “a model for a desirable social order” (489) for a Port-Apartheid South
Africa which is governed by law and order rather than violence and murder. Therefore, as the
play progresses, order becomes a metaphor for the sociopolitical desires of South Africans of all
races as they look to the inevitable collapse of the Apartheid system, and the new life that will
come after it. Consequently, by opening the play in the form of a debate, defined by Mr. M’s
dictionary as “[t]he orderly and regulated discussion of an issue with opposing viewpoints
receiving equal time and consideration,” (My Children! 19) Fugard creates a metaphorical link
between the order of debate and his understanding of meaningful sociopolitical discourse. Thus,
Mr. M implements the form of a debate to enforce the ideas of rational and logical discourse that
can take place between individuals of different races. Furthermore, Mr. M’s comment that
“[e]nthusiasm for your cause is most commendable but without personal discipline it is as
useless as having a good donkey and a good cart but no harness” (My Children! 19) further
demonstrates Fugard’s view that overzealousness for a cause can divert from order, lead to
chaos, and negatively affect its overall success.
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The theme of order is seen further after the debate between Thami and Isabel concludes,
as Mr. M transitions to, and introduces, the voting stage of the debate. He notes that it is
important, as respectable South African citizens, for the audience to vote in a rational and orderly
manner, and to demonstrate that that they are worthy of the right to vote: “We come now to the
vote. But before we do that, a word of caution. We have had a wonderful experience this
afternoon. Don’t let it end on a frivolous and irresponsible note. Serious issues have been
debated. Vote accordingly… If you believe that we have the right to vote out there in the big
world, then show it here in the classroom, that you know how to use it” (My Children! 22-23).
During the Apartheid era “[o]nly white people had the right to vote, and only “white” political
parties were allowed to exist. So-called ‘black’ and communist parties were banned and were
only legitimized in 1993” (Burke 90). Consequently, through giving the right of voting to the
students of Zolili High School, a non-white school, Mr. M brings the students closer to the state
of being the “self” as they mimic the rights, rationale, and order which their white
contemporaries employ.
Within post-colonial theory, the colonizer “self” identifies differences between itself and
the colonized “other” based on specific cultural, ethical, or geographical differences, including
race, gender, and skin color. According to these metrics, the colonizer regularly described and
characterized the colonized as primitive, savage, and unable to make decisions (Ashcroft 154155). Thus, as the right to vote was historically characterized as a trait of the colonial “self,” the
students gaining this newfound right signify the struggle by the “other” to gain the identity
enjoyed by the “self.” Anne Sarzin notes that, through giving the black students the right to vote,
“Fugard foreshadows the new and free South Africa” (28) in which all blacks would have the
right to vote freely. After the debate voting period finishes, and Thami loses to Isabel, even
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though he and the voters share the same skin color, Mr. M celebrates the outcome as it
demonstrates that the audiences took his advice and critically thought about their choices rather
than focusing on skin color alone to choose the winner:
(Rubbing his hands with pleasure) All I can say is . . . Splendid! Splendid! Splendid! The
intellect in action… whatever you [Isabel] do young lady, don’t underestimate your
achievement in winning the popular vote. It wasn’t easy for that audience to vote against
Mbikwana. He’s one of them, and a very popular “one of them” I might add… But the
fact that you [Thami] didn’t succeed is what makes me happy. I am very proud of our
audience. In my humble opinion they are the real winners this afternoon. You two just
had to talk and argue. Anybody can do that. They had to listen...intelligently. (My
Children! 24)
Hence, Mr. M’s desire for the conduct of the students to be like that which whites believe that
they are superior in, and thus prove that they too are similar and equally capable in this regard,
demonstrates how the colonized “other” employs the mimicry strategy to liken itself to the
colonizer self.
As the colonizer, Isabel also pursues a relationship in the Third Space through the
prompting of Mr. M. Through his persuasion after the conclusion of the debate, Isabel, the
colonizer, and Thami, the colonized, are left alone to get to know each other and enter into the
third space relationship. When Mr. M leaves Isabel and Thami alone post-debate, Thami askes
how she felt about the debate they just had, and her experiences debating a black opponent.
Isabel remarks that “[t]he debates at my school are such stuffy affairs. And so boring most of the
time. Everything is done according to the rules with everybody being polite and nobody getting
excited… lots of discipline but very little enthusiasm. This one was a riot!” (My Children! 26).
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Visser notes that “[t]he debate we have been witnessing, with its combination of enthusiastic
engagement and ‘correct’ outcome, projects a cultural synthesis; it spices up a European code of
rule-governed behavior with a pinch of Africa.” (191). Both Thami and Isabel found the format
and atmosphere of the discourse as pleasurable and informative, demonstrating that this design
worked better than if one traditional format was chosen. Thus, the blending of the traditionally
held classifications within the debate format, merging the “Sober, sensible, English-speaking”
(My Children! 27) rationality conventionally attributed to the West, and the “unruly behavior”
(Fugard 40) traditionally ascribed to African culture, results in a mutually beneficial discourse
between individuals of different races.
Although Isabel’s remarks on the pleasurable and informative nature of the debate’s
atmosphere demonstrate an entrance into the Third Space, she does not have the cultural knowhow to properly enter. Isabel’s statement that the whole event “was a riot!” (Fugard 26) prompts
a discussion of how words and terms can have very different meanings depending on the context
in which they are said. Thami jokingly says that Isabel should be careful about saying “riot” in
his black township, because the “police start shooting as soon as they hear it” (My Children! 26).
Isabel, not understanding township humor at first, apologizes but Thami breaks out in laughter
and clarifies that he was joking. Isabel is surprised at Thami’s statement and how he could joke
about something like police violence to which he assures her that “we joke about everything”
(My Children! 27). Once he explains it to her, she is now able to draw herself closer to him in an
attempt at mutual understanding. Thami then says she should tell her family about the debate and
“[s]ay the newspapers have got it all wrong. You had a wonderful time taking part in a little
township riot” she laughs, now understanding the joke, and jokes back, “I can just see my mom
and dad cracking up at that one” (My Children! 27). Thus, through observing the behavior and
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mannerisms of the colonized, the colonizer is able to draws herself closer to the colonized,
learning from him and trying to learn his cultural codes and linguistic patterns. Consequently,
they are able to also benefit from the cross-cultural union that the relationship provides.
Although Isabel wishes to enter into a more fruitful, productive relationship with Thami,
her parents express the traditional viewpoints of the colonizer through their aversion and anxiety
regarding such a relationship. Isabel remarks to Mr. M how the debate causes anxiety in her
parents:
Specially my mom. I ended up getting very impatient with her which wasn’t very smart
of me because the harder I tried to make her understand the more nervous she got.
Anyway, I’ve cooled off now and I realize why she was like that. Being with black
people on an equal footing, you know… as equals, because that is how I ended up feeling
with Thami and his friends… that was something that had never happened to her. She
didn’t know what I was talking about. And because she knows nothing about it, she’s
frightened of it. (My Children! 44)
Isabel’s parents retain the traditional mindset of the colonizer, as they believe that participating
in a debate with non-whites on an equal ground makes them no longer a recognizable other who
are expected to submit to the colonial power. Huddart notes that, because of the closeness
achieved through intercultural exchange, the colonizer experiences anxiety because he or she
does not want the other to be too like:
Essentially, colonial discourse wants the colonized to be extremely like the colonizer, but
by no means identical. If there were an absolute equivalence between the two, then the
ideologies justifying colonial rule would be unable to operate. This is because these
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ideologies assume that there is structural non-equivalence, a split between superior and
inferior which explains why any one group of people can dominate another at all. (40)
Said notes that in order for the West to exert its authority and dominance over an inferior country
it must possess “knowledge and power” (32); for knowledge of the country that one wishes to
enforce power over gives a nation further power and control over that country. Additionally, the
West maintains the belief that the Oriental Other “generally acts, speaks, and thinks in a manner
exactly opposite to the European” (Said 39). Thus, if the other is placed on equivalent ground to
the colonizer, it is no longer a “reformed, recognizable Other” (Bhabha 126). Consequently,
when the colonizers see behavior which indicates that the colonized is becoming unrecognizable
as the “other,” they become anxious and begin to fear them.
Regardless of her parents’ aversion to this new dispensation in black-white relations,
Isabel believes that it is indeed beneficial for her. Despite her social classification as a white
“self” who is served by the non-white “others,” Isabel remarks that her contact with the realities
of the non-whites has led her to find her true “self”:
It had become one of the most real experiences I have ever had. I have never before had
so… so exciting… a sense of myself! Because that is what we all want, isn’t it? For
things to be real, our lives, our thoughts, what we say and do? That’s what I want, now. I
didn’t really know it before that debate, but I do now. You see I finally worked out what
happened to me in the classroom. I discovered a new world! I’ve always thought about
the location as just a sort of embarrassing backyards to our neat and proper little white
world, where our maids and our gardeners and our delivery boys went at the end of the
day. But it isn’t. It’s a whole world of its own with its own life that has nothing to do with
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us… What I thought was out there for me… no! It’s worse than that! It’s what I was
made to believe was out there for me. (My Children! 37-38)
Isabel notes that the perception that most whites have is a blindness to what lies outside their
own cities and towns. Because of the separation of whites from non-whites, they have become
imprisoned in their sense of superior self-regard when it comes to the non-whites.
Cultural Preservation: The Breaking of the Cross-cultural Relationship
Despite the mutual relationship which Thami and Isabel tentatively form as the colonizer
and the colonized, they never completely become equals. Near the conclusion of the play, Thami
exits the debate competition on the belief that a continuation of a cross-cultural relationship
would eventually result in his subjugation to the control and authority he was opposing. Breaking
out of his former optimism as if out of a trance, he professes that blacks “don’t want any mixing
with the whites” (My Children! 62). Haddart notes that the breaking away from a relationship
with the colonizer on the grounds of possible subjugation aligns with Bhabha’s postcolonial
analysis. According to Huddart, “Bhabha’s close textual analysis finds the hidden gaps and
anxieties present in the colonial situation. These points of textual anxiety mark moments in
which the colonizer was less powerful than was apparent, moments when the colonized were
able to resist the dominance exercised over them. In short, Bhabha’s work emphasizes the active
agency of the colonized” (1). Thami’s termination of the relationship is an act of selfempowerment as he establishes control of his own life, rather than conforming to the model that
society wishes to enforce on him. This action arises out of his dissatisfaction with the slow
progress achieved towards racial equality through only utilizing civil discourse.
Thami believes that Mr. M’s methods are far too slow for any serious and consequential
change to take place, and thus more drastic measures need to be employed to bring about the
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society that he desires. This impatience with the slow pace of social transformation arises out of
a discussion between Isabel and Thami regarding the poem “Ozymandias” by Percy Shelley. In
preparation for the competition, Mr. M selected works from English Romantic poets, such as
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Southey, Masefield, and Shelley to be the focus of their team’s
debate. As the team transitions to the discussion of Shelley’s “Ozymandias,” the conversation
quickly turns political. Shihada notes that, “Shelly’s [sic] Ozymandias becomes an ironic
commentary on the ultimate doom of the white apartheid regime’s policy when read in a South
African context. It is important to allude here to the historical fact that Ozymandias’s oppressive
rule left Egypt impoverished and suffering from an incurable decline” (28-29). Thami reads
Ozymandias in this precise way:
I had a book of Bible stories when I was small, and there was a picture in it showing the
building of the pyramids by the slaves. Thousands of them, like ants, pulling the big
blocks of stone with ropes, being guarded by soldiers with whips and spears. According
to the picture the slaves must have easily outnumbered the soldiers, one hundred to one…
There are quite a few Ozymandiases in this country waiting to be toppled. And with any
luck you will live to see it happen. We won’t leave it to Time to bring them down (My
Children! 63).
Fugard uses Shelley’s “Ozymandias” in the play as a catalyst for the discussion of opposing
philosophies of rebellion. The poem highlights the ephemeral nature of tyranny and that all
leaders and empires, regardless of their political might during their reign will be forgotten in
time. When discussing the fall of Ozymandias, Thami wishes to believe that he was brought
down by violent means, seeing a correlation between the statue of Ozymandias and some figures
in control of the South African government. In his opinion, if the “Ozymandiases” are allowed to
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survive, they will continue to subjugate those they believe inferior and that there will never be a
path to freedom while they continue to reign. Yet Mr. M is adamant that the most effective way
to overcome tyranny is to work productively, and to construct statues of one’s own. In his efforts
to bring Isabel and Thami together, Mr. M is attempting to conquer hatred through cooperation.
It is this “old-fashioned” principle that ultimately leads to his death, for he is so certain that
violence is the wrong course he would rather side with the white oppressors than support such a
brutal insurrection. Consequently, turning away from Mr. M’s teaching and philosophy, and
believing that the “Ozymandiases” will not fall while people wait around, Thami decides to exit
the competition and the relationship between himself and Isabel and seek the more direct
approach towards usurping them: rebellion and boycotts.
Thami not only brings about an end to the relationship between himself and Isabel, but
also distances himself from Mr. M. He breaks with his teacher because he believes Mr. M stands
too firmly in the grasp of the traditional laws and structures of the Apartheid government. He
decides to join the violent school boycotts that have been fomenting around him. Thus, he goes
against Mr. M’s teaching of how “using only words, a man can right a wrong and judge and
execute the wrongdoer” (Confucius qtd. in Crow 162-163). His motive for turning against his
teacher’s philosophies is largely due to his rising dissatisfaction with the current systems in place
due to the Bantu Education Act. He tells Isabel that these thoughts were sparked by the
beginning of year speech by Oam Dawie (Uncle Dave), the Inspector of Bantu Cape Schools,
and his pro-white rhetoric:
I don’t remember much about what Oom Dawie said after that because my head was
trying to deal with that one word: the Future! He kept using it… “our future”, “the
country’s future”, “a wonderful future of peace and prosperity”. What does he really
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mean, I kept asking. Why does my heart go hard and tight as a stone when he says it? I
look around me in the location at the men and women who went out into that “wonderful
future” before me. What do I see? Happy and contented shareholders in this exciting
enterprise called the Republic of South Africa? No. (My Children! 75-76)
Through the contrary beliefs of Mr. M and Thami, Fugard constructs a representation of the
divergent concepts held by members of the non-white population for how to best approach the
inevitable end of Apartheid. Subsequently, Thami rebels against Mr. M’s pacifist mindset and
seeks to assert his own sense of self through show of force and participation in the violent
student boycotts in his community. According to Frantz Fanon, “[V]iolence is a cleansing force.
It frees the native from his inferiority complex and from his despair and inaction; it makes him
fearless and restores his self-respect” (Fanon 94). Thus, Thami sees his pursuit of liberation
through violence as a means of rising above the influence of the colonizers and reasserting his
African identity. Jean-Paul Sartre, in the “Preface” of Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth, notes
that violence is “man recreating himself” for “[t]he native cures himself of colonial neurosis by
thrusting out the settler through force of arms” (21). Where Mr. M endorsed an “old-fashioned
traditionalist” (My Children! 45) mindset that freedom can be achieved through reading books
and attaining knowledge, Thami comes to believe that the only way to be rid of white oppression
and the Bantu Education was though drastic actions and show of force. As a white playwright,
Fugard’s allowing his character freedom to explore this course of action demonstrates further
evidence of actor collaboration in the creation of the play and his aversion to the “white savior”
mindset. Thami and Mr. M’s differing views reveals an understanding of the diversity of
opinions within a culture while not imposing one’s own opinion on the situation.
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Thami further demonstrates his aversion to more incremental, hybrid approaches to his
identity through returning to the use of his mother tongue rather than using the English of the
colonizers. The use of his indigenous native language can be seen as a tactic employed by Thami
to resist the control and authority of the governing white authority. At the end of the first act,
Thami pronounces, “I don’t need to go to university to learn [that] what my people really need is
a strong double-dose of that traditional old Xhosa remedy called Inkululeko. Freedom” (My
Children! 74). Thami voices his protest of the system through using traditional Xhosa vernacular
rather than the formal English that is being implemented in schools because of the Bantu
Education Act. These forceful opinions, and his use of his native language continue into the
second act of the play marking the beginning of his resistance to his society. At the end of the
second act, Thami remarks, “Sala Kakuhle, Isabel. That’s the Xhosa goodbye” to which she
responds “I know it. Asispumla taught me how to say it. Hamba Kakhule, Thami” (My Children!
83). Thami’s reversion to his native tongue aligns with the belief of Kenyan writer Ngugi wa
Thiong'o who asserted that African writers should write in their native languages, and not the
colonial languages of English or French. Ngugi notes that the best way to “decolonize the
African mind” is to first reclaim African languages (qtd in Paulson). Ngugi continues that the
colonizer demonizes the language of the colonized while glorifying their own to the position as
the “language of intelligence, of education, of intellectual exploration” (qtd in Paulson). Thus, to
reclaim one’s language, and deconstruct the “hierarchy of languages” (Ngugi qtd in Paulson)
through demonstrating the power of the native tongue, a colonized people can regain the identity
that the colonizer stripped away from them. Consequently, Thami’s actions towards using his
native language over English as a means of discursive resistance mirror Ngugi’s belief. He fights
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back against the internalized belief of blacks being inferior to whites and chooses to leave the
relationship between himself and Isabel to regain his sense of identity as an African.
As South Africa slowly transitions into the post-Apartheid era, the tensions between
whites and non-whites continues to grow. Through the dramatization of these rising tensions in
the form of conversations surrounding a debate between the white and black races in the play My
Children! My Africa!, Fugard portrays the “levels of murderous violence that erupted in the
name of the freedom struggle in South Africa” and how “thwarted aspirations” and “repression
breeds explosive acts of destruction of self and of others” (Gray 556). Although the traditional
mindset during the Apartheid regime internalized the perception that Blacks were inferior to
whites, Thami and Isabel choose to forge a reciprocal, mutually beneficial and constructive
relationship. Thus, because Thami and Isabel, as representatives of the colonized and colonizer
respectively, enter into a congenial relationship, they are able to bring themselves closer to each
other, learning directly from each other’s cultures rather than relying on the traditional rhetoric
that the government propagated. Subsequently, although Thami terminates the relationship, both
he and Isabel emerge from it being more informed. Consequently, through this depiction of a
respectable and mutual relationship between members of different races, Fugard is expressing his
hope for peaceful relations and reconciliation in the new, post-Apartheid, South Africa.
Furthermore, through Mr. M’s voice of reason throughout the My Children! My Africa!, Fugard
supports the pursuit of knowledge, learning, and education as a means towards achieving peace
and freedom, rather than acts of violence and riotous revolution. The voice of Thami, used to
counter Mr. M’s beliefs, serves as an acknowledgement by Fugard that the belief that a peaceful
method of liberation through knowledge is advisable is not held by all because of its slower yield
of results compared to shows of force with violent protest.
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However, although the violent methodology may yield faster results, Fugard believes that
the mutual relation between the colonizer and the colonized would be more beneficial for both
parties as they move towards the future of their country. Despite the physical differences
between the races, or despite how these physical differences have been culturally constructed to
mean something beyond themselves, a cross-racial union would ensure that both would benefit
through avoiding future conflicts and collisions in the post-Apartheid South Africa.
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Conclusion
Athol Fugard’s plays articulate the complexity of cultivating cross-cultural relations
under a racially segregated system averse to such connections such as Apartheid. The spectrum
of his work includes not only the experiences of the dominant white minority but also extends to
those peoples who have been driven to the margins of society. In his Notebooks, Fugard
describes a moment that demonstrated that there is nothing so small that it does not deserve
recognition and observation. Upon examining an insect that crawled onto a paper he was
working on through a watchmaker's eye-glass, he recounts, “I saw a symmetry, a complexity that
took my breath away… an unending stream of life from the darkness” (227). Fugard translates
this sentiment of awe over a tiny insect into his plays, highlighting the painful experiences of
characters forgotten by society, but doing so in a manner which resounded with beauty and hope.
Through discerning observations, he crafts stories suffused with meaning, regardless of the
darkness that prevailed during the Apartheid regime. Through his plays, Boesman and Lena,
“Master Harold” …and the boys, and My Children! My Africa!, Fugard bears witness to the
intricate details of South African society: its oppressed “coloureds” and blacks, its misinformed
whites, and its disgruntled yet hopeful children.
In Boesman and Lena, Fugard highlights the deplorable state in which strict Apartheid
legislation had left many of its citizens. Through depicting the collapsing relationship of its
titular characters, two “coloured” individuals displaced from their homes as a result of the Group
Areas Act of 1950, Fugard demonstrates the effect of such racially oppressive measures. The
social and spatial exclusion that Boesman and Lena experienced because of this act profoundly
affected both psychologically. Thus, as Boesman and Lena attempt to rediscover themselves in
their new barren environment, their relationship descends into arguments and mutual
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recrimination even though it was the Apartheid laws that are at fault for their woes. Through this
depiction of psychological turmoil, Fugard depicts how the Apartheid system’s dehumanization
of non-white South African citizens severely impacted their perception of self. While Boesman
holds to the belief that they deserve their predicament for being the non-white “other,” Lena
fights against such suppositions and attempts to rediscover her sense of identity.
In “Master Harold’ …and the boys, Fugard examines the unequal master-servant
dynamic that arose in response to Apartheid through a depiction of the childhood relationship he
had with his mother’s two black employees. Throughout the play, there exists a continuous
struggle for power defining the interactions between the two main protagonists, Hally and Sam,
as a result of their disparate race and separate levels of education and knowledge. While Hally,
as the colonial “self,” attempts to exerts control over the two black employees, as the colonized
“others,” ordering them around and acting like he is the one educating, ultimately, the viewer
determines that this is born out of the racist ideologies of the Apartheid system that have been
passed down to him. The relationship between Hally and Sam transitions from one of friends to
student-mentor to finally a master-servant dynamic as the underlying systemic issues surface.
These fraught relationships serve to starkly illustrate the complex negotiations between whites
and non-whites demanded under the Apartheid system.
In My Children! My Africa!, Fugard reveals how the Apartheid regime reserved wealth
and education for the white minority through the ruthless exploitation of the black majority.
However, although this racial exploitation serves as the backdrop of the play, powerful
connections across divisions of race, class, and gender can still be made. The connection
between Isabel, the colonizer, and Thami, the colonized, that forms through the guidance of Mr.
M demonstrates the capacity for human dignity between races when each member understands
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that the other is fundamentally human. Thus, with the promise of these cross-cultural
connections, a country can begin to strive towards racial freedom and a society based on
equality. However, by depicting turbulence between Thami and Isabel because of their sociopolitical context, and the anxieties that arise when a relationship is made between members of
different races, Fugard demonstrates that the movement towards cross-cultural harmony is an
uneasy one that not all will succeed in achieving.
Fugard’s multidimensional approach to theatre enabled him to offer a truthful
representation of the lived experience and identity of South African citizens during and after
Apartheid. Eric Ofoe Apronti argues that, because the Apartheid era affected the whole of South
African society to the detriment of the freedom and human spirit, South African artists were
burdened with the responsibility of representation:
[A]rtistic people - writers, composers, musicians - constitute a special category of
victims, bearing as they do, not only their personal burdens but also that of the wider
society to whom they play the role of spokes-man. These are people with an acute
awareness of the common humanity of all men. Yet their conception of the ideal life in a
non-racial and just society has been frustrated by the oppressive and racist regimes that
rule that unhappy country. (qtd. in Jones 107)
An important piece of the work of a playwright such as Fugard, who wrote during a period of
intense racial oppression, is to articulate interventionary insights on such problems for his
audience. Fugard has acknowledged, through his portrayal of the non-white characters, that these
people represent a multifaceted and culturally diverse culture that has a place within the South
African society. He shows an acute understanding of the large segment of the South African
population whose lives are incomplete, and who destroy themselves waiting and hoping for the
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rules to change. Dennis Walder argues, “[Fugard’s] plays reveal a society in which the form of
racist ideology known as apartheid created suffering of an intensity that shocked and which is yet
depicted as potentially survivable. His is a dark vision of pain that never excludes the possibility
of hope and dignity” (Athol Fugard 125). Consequently, Fugard’s potent contribution to
exploring the struggle against apartheid through theatre served as a means of revealing the
realities of Apartheid on the stage.
Fugard probes the pain and passion of a nation, arousing the national conscience through
his theatrical productions. Fugard’s autobiographical use of his own life throughout “Master
Harold” and the boys demonstrated the emotional complexities and intellectual challenges
defining the personality of someone who grew up under a system such as Apartheid.
Additionally, this process reveals an acute awareness of the dramatic potential within living
moments. He noted that “I watch and am watched! Examine the experience and I experience”
(Notebooks 89). He thus focuses on those personal connections to inform his plays.
Vandenbroucke posits that the use of details of a specific time and place to explore general
conflicts and quandaries is a catalyst for further discussion and a springboard for more profound
discourse. He asserts that “[r]ace is only one component of the human condition; the suffering
and degradation rife throughout Fugard's work is, finally, a poetic image of the plight of all men”
(288). With every performance, Fugard uses the impact of lived experience to affect the mind of
his audience, hoping that they would see the error of the system and seek to fight against the
moral depravity of a legalized system of discrimination such as Apartheid. Fugard noted that
because “[a]rt can impart faith” by “teaching through feeling,” “One person in that segregated,
white audience, might be moved to think, and then to change, by what he saw” (Notebooks 59).
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Thus, Fugard believed that, through depicting the lives of the often-forgotten members of society
that his audience would leave the theater with a change of perspective.
Fugard’s work are exemplars of the turbulent political landscape in Apartheid-era South
Africa and thus serve a wide-spread sociopolitical relevance. Although Fugard’s works are now
performed after the end of the Apartheid regime, they continue to speak to the institutionalized
racism of a recent past, and serve as a caution for the future. Fugard’s social vision is not only
for South Africa, but it is a vision for all countries which have experienced periods of racial
prejudice, or continue to experience such oppression. For other countries with prolonged
histories of racial discrimination and oppression, Fugard works can perform a comparable role to
that which they played during Apartheid. The institutionalization of a segregation system such as
Apartheid is reminiscent of similar legislations around the world, such as Jim Crow laws in
America. As an observer from outside examining America’s history of racial segregation and
profiling, Fugard notes in an interview with NPR that, just as “South Africa itself has traveled
along a very strange and crooked road to where it is now, Americans have had massive problems
of their own to deal with” (“Playwright Fugard” 7:35-7:50). Comparing America to South
Africa, Fugard observes that both, despite attempts in “creating equalities in terms of our
constitution,” still experiences continued racial prejudice and profiling “in spite of the civil rights
struggle” (“Playwright Fugard” 9:30-9:59). Because Fugard’s plays are informed by the
ideologies, values, and practices of the Apartheid regime, they are given impetus by Fugard’s
concerns and social visions for society. Thus, as audiences continue to read and watch Fugard’s
plays, they serve as both a significant reminder a great period of racial persecution in South
Africa, and also as a warning for the present and future harm that may arise from the
continuation of racism and prejudice within a country’s society.
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Fugard understood the power of dramatized words to alter the mindset of South Africa.
According to Philip Segal, “[W]ords are one of our main means of contemplating life. They
constitute a 'technique' of meditation, for they rescue everyday life from its mechanical pattern,
its superficial evaluations, from the almost permanent evasion of seriousness and truth in our
normal relationships with people, good and evil” (30). Fugard’s words radiate emotions,
thoughts, sensations, and memories in a manner which echoes Segal’s assertion. Fugard believed
that “[t]he only truth any man can tell is his own” (Notebooks 219). Thus, crossing the strict
racial line set up by Apartheid legislations, by writing about black experiences and working in
close collaboration with black actors, Fugard’s plays thematize his, as well as his actors’, inner
truths. According to renowned Austrian neurologist and Holocaust survivor Viktor Frankl,
“‘What you have experienced, no power on earth can take from you.’ Not only our experiences,
but all we have done, whatever great thoughts we may have had, and all we have suffered, all
this is not lost, though it is past; we have brought it into being. Having been is also a kind of
being, and perhaps the surest kind” (82-83). Consequently, through voicing the agony of South
African history and the suffering of Apartheid’s victims, Fugard sought to take a tangible step
towards the inevitable liberation of the oppressed. He strove to speak against the Apartheid
regime and the institutionalized white privileged position through his depiction of multi-cultural
and multifaceted white and non-white characters who live out his acute observations on the
complexity of African identity during an ever-shifting socio-political era such as Apartheid.
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